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The powerhouse behind The Paulsen Group, LLC, Terise
Paulsen pioneered the niche of affordable housing real
estate recruitment long before it became a trendy sector
and has led the industry—and her clients—through its
evolution every step of the way. Over three decades, Terise
has successfully completed over 800 searches, placing
qualified candidates in various roles for their clients across
the nation. These clients include syndicators, developers,
NPOs, housing authorities, contractors, pension funds,
and property management companies, among others,
and many of the placements have gone on to become
C-level executives.

“It is rare to be able to work in an industry
you are passionate about and have the
opportunity to change peoples’ lives.
We are all so grateful for this opportunity and continue to
pay it forward by remaining engaged, continually building
relationships, and collaborating with the next generation
of leaders,” Terise exclaims.
Rewind. The year is 1984. Ronald Reagan is president,
the Boston Celtics have won the NBA Championship, the
average cost of a home is $80,000, and Terise Paulsen
has just launched a new career in executive recruitment.
The transition would prove to be especially insightful
for several reasons, not the least of which is a booming
housing market. Terise was already a successful and
savvy businesswoman, having managed a telemarketing
company and owned an accounting service, which
specialized in real estate. It was, therefore, a clever
strategy to focus on executive recruitment within the
same arena.
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Terise fully immersed herself in the fledgling business,
building her client roster one phone call at a time, initially
using phone books to generate leads. This was a time
without mobile devices, internet, or even fax machines,
so her only resources were perseverance, intelligence,
and motivation. In a short amount of time, Terise had
developed relationships with over 20 loyal clients and
continued to gain momentum over the next four years.
In 1988, she founded The Paulsen Group LLC and, at the
same time discovered an unmet need, and a promising
niche, within the industry—affordable housing.

https://thepaulsengroup.com
tpgco@aol.com
LinkedIn: terisepaulsen

At the time, the majority of real estate recruiters were
focused on the office, retail, single family and market
rate clients. Terise recognized a critical sector of the
real estate market that needed attention. She notes,
“The affordable housing market appealed to me greatly
because it presented new challenges and addressed
issues that were important—low income housing, housing
for vets, the homeless, the elderly, and the blue-collar
workforce. I knew that it would be hard work, but it
would also be rewarding.” Terise also knew that to bring
affordable housing to the market, there would be an
upsurge in the need for specialized talent in development,

asset management, underwriting, finance, as well as
consultants, and other real estate executives, which
inevitably led to her increased value as a recruiter.
Thirty years later, Terise remains a formidable presence
in the field, fully entrenched in the business of recruiting
and placing a high priority on bringing value to her
clients as well as the community. “I’m often told by my
clients and candidates that they’ve never encountered
a ‘headhunter’ like me and that’s because I know my
industry and I actually care about people. I fully embrace
and respect the fiduciary responsibility I have to shape
careers and cultivate effective teams,” Terise asserts.
To that end, Terise is especially mindful of the need for
her company to evolve and grow along with changes in
the marketplace, as well as the latest job requirements
and hiring processes. She expounds, “We must adapt
to the changing landscape of affordable housing. This
is more than just staying abreast of market trends. It
means we have to remain strategic, versus reactive.
We are working with all generations, from Boomers
to Gen Z, sharing information and building upon the
past, while preparing for the future. We are infusing
the traditional, personalized client care standards of
the Baby Boomers with the technology of Gen Y and
Z, combining conventional work ethics with relationship
building. I believe that this could very possibly lead
to a new generation of skilled problem solvers and
exceptional producers.”
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To forward her mission, Terise not only finds candidates
with affordable housing experience, but recruits from
other real estate sectors as well. With the importance of
affordable housing growing, she is finding more people
who share her ideals and interest in making a difference
and aspiring candidates who are seeking to pursue this
personally and financially gratifying vocation. Terise
adds, “It’s important to mention that my business has
exceeded my five- and ten-year averages in 2020.
The affordable housing industry is not recession proof,
but it is certainly recession resistant. In addition to the
unpredictable stability of our economy, the COVID-19
pandemic has presented new challenges, so we are
seeing eligibility requirements change and need grow.
Affordable housing is not just a program for low-income
individuals anymore.”

With her knowledge of the industry and forward thinking, Terise
has made a quantifiable impact on affordable housing, while
steering her company toward a place among the top recruiting
firms. Although she has been chronicled in Cosmo magazine,
participated on numerous panels, and appeared on television
and radio broadcasts, she remains a humble practitioner whose
motivation is wholly humanitarian.

extremely hard and became very successful
entrepreneurs. My parents made sure that I
was exposed to business throughout my life.
It’s because of their efforts that I have many
professional interests, and I’m eternally grateful
to be able to channel my passions into several
industries.
What compelled you to start Ameri Realty?
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Ameri Realty launched in 2016, when I was
a sophomore in college. I started attending
school part-time shortly afterwards to further
focus on my career. My father and I started the
business because we believe that real estate
allows us to invest in the future and it provides
individuals with opportunities for freedom and
scalability. Between stock market investing and
real estate investing, there’s a notable gender
disparity where women aren’t represented
nearly as much as their male counterparts. So,
my main goal is to demonstrate that women
are fully capable of holding their own in this
industry and that we can positively impact our
financial wellness while adding value to our
communities.

From her earliest days of childhood, Fatima Hasan Callahan was destined
to be an entrepreneur, as she grew up in the business world—quite
literally. In 1986, her parents launched American Kitchen Delights, a food
manufacturer and co-packer of fresh and frozen foods. Fatima began
accompanying her parents to work each day and spent hours in the
playroom next to her mother’s office. She also became familiar with the
production and assembly lines, where she learned how to speak fluent
Spanish. Later, while pursuing her bachelor’s degree, Fatima worked her
way through every position, learning the ins and outs of the business and
gaining invaluable knowledge and experience. Upon graduation, she took
on the role of department manager. However, that is not where her success
story ends. Today, 25-year-old Fatima is an entrepreneurial force of nature,
leading American Kitchen Delights as well as three other thriving companies
in Harvey, Illinois—Ameri Realty, Blue Line Security Solutions, and The Good
Music Collectiv—and she’s just getting started. Although each business is
uniquely different, they share one purposeful commonality, for underlying
them all is her unwavering commitment to build, transform, and improve
communities as well as the lives of the people within them.
We recently had the pleasure of speaking with Fatima to learn more about her
extraordinary family, the four growing companies she leads, and her passion
for breaking barriers both as a woman, and as a first-generation American.

Where did the idea for Blue Line Security
Solutions come from?
My business partner, Jack Harris, is a retired
Chicago police officer who has extensive
experience and a vast network of law
enforcement and security personnel. We came
up with the idea to start the company because
we wanted to provide a truly customized,
comprehensive, and professional security
experience for our clients. Our intention from
the start was to elevate the security industry
and help officers build meaningful careers
through growth and inclusiveness. We truly are
a family and we put these words into action
through our management style and our close
personal relationships with our staff.
Tell us about The Good Music Collectiv.

You attribute a lot of your success to your family. Why is that?
I couldn’t speak about my accomplishments without first mentioning
my parents. My dad immigrated from India at age 16 with just $8 in his
pocket, and my mom immigrated from Poland at age 11. They both worked

I came up with the idea for The Good Music
Collectiv in 2017, while driving home from
my radio show at Lake Forest College. I’d
always had a deep passion for music and art,

I also give a tremendous amount of credit to my husband
and best friends, who spent a lot of time and effort helping
to grow The Good Music Collectiv. After I built up some
content, I reached out to organizations and promoters. We
worked and even volunteered our time and energy just to
get our brand out in the public’s eye. It took us about two
months to get our first opportunity to cover Summer Camp
Music Festival in Chillicothe, IL. Although I didn’t have any
formal experience in the field, I dove in and took everything
as a learning opportunity. We established our strategy and
intention in the industry and then started to blend many
music media and production functions: photography,
videography, promotions and marketing, event curation and
production, exclusive music releases, journalism, interviews,
and bookings. We also hosted a concert series and brought
in several artists for their Chicago debut. We featured live
painting, local vendors with handmade jewelry and artwork,
and flow performers at each of our events.

What do you enjoy most about your work, or what drives
you?
I love being part of something greater than myself. My team
is my family, without question. We care for each other and
go out of our way to help whenever needed. I love being
challenged through my work and collaborating with other
talented individuals. I believe we should strive to be the best
we can be and tap into our unrealized potential. Personal
growth, self-realization, and development for not only myself,
but for those around me, is a significant factor that drives me.
I have a desire to break barriers, and as a female leader in
male-dominated industries and a first-generation American,
I’m in a unique position to do just that, so I strive to pave the
way for other women and minorities to succeed. I truly believe
you can be a leader, a formidable business competitor, and
impact the world—all while being kind, tough but caring, and
fun but sharp-witted. My future goal is to take my knowledge
and experience and pass it on to others, and hopefully make
the world a better place in whatever way I can. I’d love to
eventually become a professor and participate in our political
sphere. In the meantime, I’m eternally grateful to be on this
journey, and I’m excited to see where life takes me.
Fatima graduated magna cum laude from Lake Forest College, where
she double majored in finance and communication and minored in legal
studies. While there, she was inducted into three honors societies—
Omicron Delta Kappa, Omicron Delta Epsilon, and Lambda Pi Eta—and
was awarded the Senior Prize in Communication. She is currently pursuing
dual master’s degrees in communication and business administration at
Johns Hopkins University.

www.blsecuritysolutions.com | ffatima.hasan@gmail.com
LI: fatimahhasan
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especially the underground scene, and I wanted to create an
outlet to further cultivate that passion. Many amazing artists
and producers are overlooked because they don’t fit into
the traditional mainstream mold, so that is where I wanted to
make an impact. I started the business on my laptop in my
bedroom by first creating a rudimentary website and social
media presence.

Partner & Luxury Agent

boggling sales stats, but this group, with Samina at the
forefront, is changing lives while redefining the service,
purpose, and future of real estate.
Samina has been in the field of real estate for almost two
decades and with the Lucido Agency since 2013. An expert
on luxury properties, specializing in million-dollar-plus
listings, she’s completed over 1,000 transactions valued
in the hundreds of millions and assembled a client roster
worthy of their own recognition. In the process, she’s made
some very prominent contacts and friends, among them,
members of Congress, international diplomats, and affluent
families. Yet, despite her reach and influence, or the $30
million in sales she recorded amidst a global pandemic in
2021, Samina is the antithesis of self-absorbed. Her focus
on each and every sale is, and always will be, her client. In
words that truly reflect her very essence, Samina shares,
“I help people achieve their dream home goals and guide
them with great care, integrity, and expediency.”
Putting clients in their dream homes doesn’t begin to
scratch the surface when it comes to Samina’s acuity. She
personifies everything that one could hope for or want in a
leader, as an agent, and as a person. This has been especially
meaningful to the largest segment of her business—the
international community. Over the past 19 years, Samina has
helped numerous families from other countries purchase
real estate in America, and, as an immigrant herself, she is
acutely aware of what is involved with assimilation into a
new environment. She knows the importance of preserving
one’s culture and lifestyle, and this is not only essential
to communications and connecting with her clients, but
in understanding the style and features of a property that
they can call “home.” In addition to speaking Bengali, Urdu,
Hindi, and English, she is a Certified Negotiation Expert,
Certified Distressed Property Expert, and a Certified Luxury
Home Marketing Agent. Hers is a story that was seeded
from passion and cultivated by skill, ultimately blossoming
into a career that is both profound and magnificent.
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We spoke with Samina about her background, her unique
selling system, and what drives her to serve clients with
such empathy and dedication.
Imagine the volume of sales and number of agents you would
need to be known as one of the largest real estate franchises in
the world. Now imagine what it would take to be the #1 team for
that franchise. Then, try to perceive what goes into being the Top
Producing Agent for that team. Samina Chowdhury is that Top
Producing Agent of that #1 team in the world, for that largest real
estate franchise in the world. Let that sink in for a minute.
Samina’s team is the Lucido Agency, and they are part of the
Keller Williams brokerage. Located in Maryland and comprised
of more than 285 team members who serve the markets of
16 states across the U.S. and Canada, this group sells a home
every 3.5 hours! And they’re still expanding.
Samina, a luxury real estate specialist and trusted Dave Ramsey
agent, helps to drive the team with their combined experience
and ever-present enthusiasm. Not only do they have mind-

Q: Samina, tell us a little about your personal story and
how it relates to your international clientele.
A: I was born in Kolkata, India—the second of five children.
My father was an entrepreneur who owned several
businesses and founded the first private-sector bank in
Bangladesh. He later became the Secretary of State for
Bangladesh. I attended a British school. This provided me
not only a first-rate education, but a keen awareness of
diversity. My mother was a homemaker who often hosted
lavish parties for family, friends, diplomats, and many highprofile individuals. She was a natural when it came to
entertaining and designing, which I naturally absorbed. I
am always reminded of those times when I host my own
social events and when I infuse some of that culture—
that “hominess.” It is really welcoming to my international

clientele. Both of my parents emphasized the importance of appreciating
other cultures, and that is something that I share with clients, as well as my
own family. My husband, Imran, and I have been in Maryland for 30 years,
but we haven’t lost a morsel of our traditions or values, and we instill them
in our own children.
Q: Tell us a little about the slogan “Sell it Like Samina.”
A: I was looking to invest in real estate. My fledgling business gained
incredible momentum after I received coaching from Brian Buffini and then
Ryan Serhant, who actually came up with that tagline. It’s now a fundamental
aspect of my brand.
Q: What is your “unique selling system” and how does it benefit your
clients?
A: In short, I listen to their needs. In this profession, you must be able to
interpret the subtext of what clients verbalize. For instance, one of my
clients was moving from Los Angeles and told me she needed a short
commute time to her stressful job in the city, and a living environment
that was peaceful, where she could unwind in peace. But her needs were
contradictory because urban life and quiet don’t exist on the same plane,
so it was my job to show her both environments so that she could envision
living in each of them, and allow her to make the right choice.

Q: One of your specialties is helping international clients maintain their
cultures and lifestyles in their U.S. homes. Tell us about this.
A: Most of my clients are from different countries and many are from the
Middle East or Southeast Asia. I understand this culture and know what they
need in a new home. Entertaining is a major part of our culture, so parking
is a primary consideration in a prospective property. I won’t even show a
house that can’t accommodate this need. Often, women and men occupy
different areas of the home, so a good fit must include more than just one
living room. Vastu, the Indian term for feng shui, is very important to some
Indians because families who practice it cannot have property that faces
south. It is also a very service-oriented culture—in India, guests are welcomed
with every conceivable form of hospitality, and that is something I bring to my
own standard of service. It’s what sets me apart from other agents.

A: Making that “connection”—where the service and support shows
through. When you care about your clients and their needs, it is very easy
to know what to focus on. It’s so fulfilling to help them attain their goals, to
respect their cultural needs, and to use creative thinking when the pieces
don’t go together easily. There’s a reason God has given us two ears and
one mouth. You listen to people’s needs, and then see what you can do to
cater to them.
Samina is the co-founder of Women 4 Empowerment, a nonprofit in Maryland that supports
underserved women and girls who face social or economic challenges. She was featured in
Forbes.com, Baltimore Magazine, Baltimore Real Producers Magazine, and recognized as
one of top 4% of agents out of 12,000 agents in state of Maryland for 2021.

www.SaminaSells.com
samina@boblucidoteam.com
FB: BobLucidoTeamSaminaChowdhury
IG: schowdhury | TikTok: sellitlikesamina
YouTube: #Sell It Like Samina
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Q: What do you enjoy most about your work?

Deborah Tropp is a founding partner and esteemed litigation attorney
at McNeil Tropp & Braun, LLP, a prominent, California-based firm that
specializes in high quality, personalized legal services.
Deborah recognized her passion for law at a very early age. She
recalls, “Even as a child, I would imagine mock trials and how I would
play the part of a savvy defense attorney. All throughout my school
years, that inclination remained and I knew that my future would be in
the legal field.”
Upon graduation from high school, Deborah immediately matriculated
to the prestigious UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles) in pursuit
of a Bachelor of Science degree in political science. After achieving
that, she continued on to McGeorge University School of Law, where
she received her Juris Doctor degree.
Deborah explains, “Once I had my law degree, I wanted to get into a
courtroom as soon as possible. I gravitated toward insurance-related
defense and by my second year as an attorney, I had tried my first
case.”

McNeil, Tropp & Braun LLP
2 Park Plaza, Suite 620, Irvine, Ca 92614
P: (949) 259-2890 | F: (949) 259-2891
dtropp@MTBattorneys.com
www.MTBattorneys.com

Deborah continued to focus on insurance defense and was soon
offered a managing partner position with the law firm of Ericksen
Arbuthnot. In 2000, she and her longtime friend from law school, Jeff
Braun, partnered with Joe McNeil, a former colleague and expert in the
medical malpractice industry, to form McNeil Tropp & Braun, LLP. Since
that time, Deborah has represented numerous clients in complex trials
and established herself as a prominent and proficient litigator.
Deborah’s defense cases include personal injury cases related to auto
and truck accidents, medical malpractice, elder abuse, and products/
premises liability. She also represents clients in employment litigation,
business proceedings, and healthcare law. Deborah states, “Over the
years, the Firm has grown consistently. In addition to the partners, we
have eight lawyers on staff, all committed to the service of a large and
diverse client base.”
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Deborah credits the success of the Firm to the work ethic, mutual trust,
and dedication of the entire staff. This is evidenced by the accolades
of their clients and through formal recognitions such as Deborah being
named to the Top 50 Lawyers in California and her recent admission
to the International Society of Barristers.

"Once I had my
law degree, I
wanted to get into
a courtroom as
soon as possible. I
gravitated toward
insurance-related
defense and by
my second year as
an attorney, I had
tried my first case."

Outside of the courtroom, Deborah maintains an equally active agenda
as a volunteer for the Constitutional Rights Foundation’s Mock Trial
Program and as a high school mock trial judge and coach. She is a
national representative for the Orange County chapter of the American
Board of Trial Advocates and a member of both the American Bar of
Trial Advocates Foundation and the Orange County Women Lawyers
Association. Deborah has also served as an adjunct professor for
Western State College of Law, where she taught Pre Trial Litigation
and Trial Practices to graduating law students.
Beyond her professional accomplishments, Deborah is passionate
about giving back to the community and mentoring young women to
reach their full potential.
In her spare time, Deborah enjoys being with her husband and their
four sons. She explains, “I am very proud of my career but my favorite
job has always been as a mom.”
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DR. LISA WEBB
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FOUNDER & CEO: EXECUTIVE RELATIONSHIP CONSULTANTS
FOUNDER & CEO: BODY & MIND CONSULTING
Dr. Lisa M. Webb is an entrepreneur, executive relationship
advisor, organizational development consultant and licensed
clinical psychologist with over 20 years of experience advising
corporate executives and their partners in the pursuit of more
successful relationships. Over her tenure she has had the
good fortune to work with CEOs and other C-suite leaders
and their executive management teams within technology,
telecommunications, manufacturing, health care, and not-forprofit sectors. She owes her success as a trusted advisor with
industry thought leaders to her ability to speak “business” with
a “human” perspective.
Through her decades of work with executives, it was apparent
that many of Dr. Webb’s clients’ successes in the boardroom did
not translate to happiness at home. Many C-suite colleagues
on their A-game at work lacked the same fervor when it came
to their marriage or partner relationship. “A breakdown in
relationships is not an absolute; rather, by applying corporate
strategy to the context of a marriage, spouses can sustain a
healthier long-term partnership and recognize that divorce
is not the only option,” she explains. Using the tools that Dr.

Webb’s relationship consulting services provide, couples can
shift their perspective, eliminate dissonance, and communicate
more effectively. Making the bridge between the boardroom
and the bedroom was the impetus for the publication of her
book, The Executive Marriage Solution, Translating Boardroom
Success to Bedroom Bliss.
In addition to her executive relationship consultation services,
Dr. Webb is also CEO of Body & Mind Consulting Associates
Group, a wellness company she founded with her business
partner about 21 years ago. Body & Mind Consulting is a health
care practice that integrates body and mind health interventions
in an effort to assist clients with achieving optimal wellness.
Her practice primarily focuses on interventions that bridge
mind health and work effectiveness of C-suite executives
in corporate environments. She has particular expertise in
assisting executives with recognizing and decreasing the
impact of life changes, burnout, and stress upon marital,
family, and professional relationships. According to Dr. Webb,
clients who take personal responsibility for their health find
the approach refreshing and empowering. One client noted:

WHEN ONE OR BOTH MEMBERS OF
A COUPLE OCCUPY THE C SUITE
THERE IS A PERCEPTION THAT A
BREAKDOWN IN THE RELATIONSHIP
OVER TIME IS EXPECTED. DIVORCE IS
NOT THE ONLY OPTION.

“BMC [Body & Mind Consulting] does not look for the ‘quick fix’
or ‘Band-Aid.’ If you want to take control of your health and learn
new strategies that go beyond a prescription, then this [Body &
Mind Consulting] is the place for you.”

Dr. Webb’s years of consulting experience have also been
augmented with academic accomplishments. She holds several
advanced degrees, including a doctorate in clinical psychology,
a Master of Business Administration degree with emphasis in
international business, a Master of Public Health degree with
concentration in global health and epidemiology, and a Master
of Environmental Science degree in global public health. Formal
education and training, along with corporate and personal
experiences, make her an expert on both relationships and
wellness.

CONTACT

Beyond these achievements, Dr. Webb is also involved in
domestic and international community service. Having a passion
for the integration and nexus of human and animal health she
began volunteering with One Health Commission (OHC). In
collaboration with the OHC, she and colleagues launched the
One Health and Social Sciences Initiative in an effort to foster
the collective knowledge of social science researchers and

Dr. Webb's executive
relationship consulting allows
for a shift in how couples think
and communicate.
practitioners to share their utilization of the One Health
approach to facilitate achievement of the United Nations
Strategic Development Goals of ecosystem sustainability,
global food security, and equitable health.
Working internationally, she was fortunate to collaborate with
researchers and clinicians in South Africa and the Dominican
Republic to conduct community research surrounding HIV/
AIDS to determine impediments to change in care at the
grassroots level. Locally, Dr. Webb was also honored to be
chosen to assist and become one of the founding members of
the of the Southern Automotive Women’s Forum, a nonprofit
dedicated to the personal and professional advancement of
women in the automotive industry.

Consulting Associates Group, LLC | 615-310-1491
clientrelations@consultingassociatesgroup.com
lwebb@consultingassociatesgroup.com
Integrated Health Practice: www.bodymindtn.com
Consultation with Executives: www.executiverelationshipadvisor.com
One Health Commission (OHC): https://www.onehealthcommission.org
Southern Automotive Women’s Forum: http://southernautomotivewomen.org
Executive Relationship Consultation: www.executiverelationshipadvisor.com
Integrated Wellness Practice: www.bodymindtn.com

Book: The Executive
Marriage Solution:
Transforming
Boardroom Success
into Bedroom Bliss
Available at Amazon:
https://tinyurl.com/
executive-marriagesolution
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Dr. Webb has been recognized for her valuable assets,
knowledge, and experience and as an influencer for her many
varied accomplishments. She has been acknowledged as a
leader in both business and health care by The International
Association of Women, was selected for inclusion in Trademark
Top Doctors of America 2020 Honors Edition, and was featured
in two CUTV News Radio interviews, both of which can be found
on BlogTalkRadio. In the past, she was nominated for a TED Talk
on her knowledge and methodology detailed in the Executive
Marriage Solution. Celebrating almost 25 years of marriage
with her husband, she brings both professional expertise and
personal experience to her relationship consultation.
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Some realtors are salespeople, driven by the numbers, the
rankings, and “outselling” their peers. Then there are the
matchmakers, that rare breed compelled not by metrics, but by
finding “the one”—that perfect home that people fall in love with.
This is Amber Milton.

exemplary work ethic, unlimited dedication, aggressive
negotiation skills, and meticulous attention to detail, it’s no
wonder she’s had such a banner year, having helped over
75 families with over $33 million in real estate transactions
this year alone. This girl is on fire!

Amber is an award-winning realtor, one of the top-selling agents
at Century 21 Everest—and the ultimate matchmaker with true
mastery of the region. From the bustling environment of Salt
Lake City to the serenity of the mountain communities in which
she specializes in, Amber knows every nook and cranny and the
diverse lifestyles that they offer. Her widespread understanding
and insider knowledge lends itself to the rare kind of market
intelligence which has, since 2014, enabled her to instinctually
connect clients with their ideal properties and give them an
indispensable form of newfound confidence as they embark on
their life-changing journey.

It’s these very characteristics that have earned her the Salt
Lake Realtors Distinguished Service Award by Realtor® for
the past two consecutive years and a well-known reputation
for her commitment to helping her clients—and the agents
she works with—thrive. It should come as no surprise that
Amber is a continued member of the Hall of Fame and in the
TOP Realtor® 500—on the heels of rankings as a Centurion
Producer in 2017, 2018 and 2019, a Double Centurion
achiever in 2020, and a Grand Centurion in 2021—one of
the highest awards granted by Century 21 Everest.

In short, Amber doesn’t just sell
houses. When clients list their
homes with Amber, she goes
above and beyond, pouring her
heart and soul into ensuring it is a
wonderful, stress-free experience
for them! “I really like to guide
my clients through the entire
process, consulting and advising
them through each critical
step,” Amber explains. With her

“Century 21 Everest is such an extraordinary company,”
Amber says. “They really take pride in successfully bringing
out the very best in their agents, and I’m so proud to be part
of the team.” Often described by her peers as energetic,
responsive, knowledgeable, and personable, Amber
certainly lives up to her given name which, by definition, is
representative of a wondrous find.
We sat down with Amber to learn more about her journey
to real estate, her role, and what fuels her drive to nurture
these carefully crafted love connections that embody the
timeless ideal, “Home is where the heart is.”

A: I’ve always had a passion for real estate. I grew up in the
Salt Lake area and my husband and I got a wild hair to build a
house in Heber City. We sold our home, bought a vacant lot,
built our dream house on it together, and the idea of a real
estate career excited me. I wanted to do something I really
loved, but I had no idea that I’d end up loving real estate
as much as I do now. I didn’t realize just how rewarding it
would be!
Q: Share with us a little bit about your current role.
A: As a realtor, much of my time is spent out in the field
with clients, either showing properties or out at listing
appointments. Your average person doesn’t buy or sell a
house every day, but I am a professional that deals with
these transactions daily, and I enjoy helping people navigate
their way through the process— it’s what I do. I LOVE helping
people! Nothing is better than handing the keys over to a
new homebuyer!

Sales Agent

Q: Let’s start from the beginning. What prompted you to
start a career in real estate?

Q: Are you seeing a greater demand from people moving
from out of state? If so, how do you tailor your approach
to cater to these clients specifically?
A: Yes, especially with more people working from
home because of the pandemic. People of all ages and
demographics are really flocking to mountainous areas that
offer a peaceful atmosphere. With new clients, I like to have
an introductory visit just to help me understand what it is that
they’re looking for—whether it’s a really rural community,
the mountains, or maybe a smaller town that’s quiet but not
quite as rugged. I like to really listen and consider both their
current lifestyle and where they’re coming from so I can
then tailor my recommendations accordingly.

A: While I specialize in the mountain community, I serve
the more urban areas as well, and everywhere in between.
I am also an expert in the Salt Lake Valley, where I grew
up, and serve as a member of both the Salt Lake and Park
City Boards of Realtors. I came from an urban lifestyle and
moved to the mountains myself, so I’m able to speak from my
own personal experience and shed light on the adjustment
process. I help narrow down the search for my clients based
on their specific needs. Factors such as where the hiking
trails are located, or how long it takes to get to the grocery
store, even the reliability of an Internet connection in certain
areas are all critical things to consider, especially with so
many people working from home. These little insights are
crucial, and I pay attention to details.
Q: Let’s end with a personal question. What is it that
drives you?
A: What drives me is the ability to help someone accomplish
their goals, whether they’re buying or selling property. I just
thrive on it, and I love what I do. For some people, it’s about
the money, but for me, it’s the fight for that dream home on
behalf of my clients, and being able to help them is such a

win because, at the end of the day, I truly care about them. It’s
so exciting to be able to play such an important role in the lives
of others. Bringing value to the people that I get the privilege to
service is what drives me!
Amber holds a handful of special designations, including having been a Seller
Representative Specialist, Pricing Strategy Advisor, and RPAC Major Investor
since 2019 and a Certified Cartus Network Affinity Specialist since 2017. She’s
also a USAA Real Estate Rewords Network Preferred Agent.

www.ambermiltonrealtor.com | ambermiltonrealtor@gmail.com
LI: Amber Milton | FB: ambermiltonrealtor | IG: amba_7
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Q: How does your intimate knowledge of the area benefit
of your clients?

profit organizations in the legal community as
well as for the arts community. For instance, she
and a group of parents founded a performing
arts academy that has since competed at the
international level. Her two daughters, ages 18 and
21, are talented dancers. Donna also cofounded
the first pro bono clinic outside of a major center in
their area. Today, it is ranked the third largest of its
kind in Alberta.
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A Queen’s Counsel attorney trained in the mediation of civil disputes,
Donna Purcell has successfully appeared at all levels of court
within the province of Alberta and before a variety of administrative
tribunals. Donna believes in serving society’s most vulnerable citizens
and has always held a passion for defending the underdog. Today,
as the founder and president of the Donna C. Purcell Professional
Corporation, her practice areas include personal injury and accident
law, insurance, employment law, human rights, COVID-19 issues, civil
litigation, and mediation.
Known as a natural innovator, Donna’s creativity and generosity are
renowned throughout Alberta. She is especially vehement about
promoting equality, diversion, and inclusivity (EDI) within her practice,
within her home, and within society as a whole. Donna comes from
an indigenous background; her husband is black; and their children
are biracial. The family is also assisted by a nanny who is a native of
the Philippines. She and her four children are also honorary members
of Donna’s family, and everyone works together to demonstrate a
peaceful, multicultural environment, which supports organizations
such as the United Way. In fact, Donna is the coproducer of the newly
created Lawyers vs Talent A2J: Virtual Edition, an upcoming virtual
fundraiser to support Access to Justice in Alberta.
Donna is also involved in both her local and legal communities,
including volunteering with a range of organizations. She currently
spends half her professional time as a volunteer for various not-for-

In addition to her volunteer work for the arts, Donna
has been working on a fundraising initiative with
Alberta’s United Way to raise funds for vulnerable
populations, which would allow them to access
legal assistance during Covid-19. The individuals
impacted most by the recession are domestic
violence cases and at-risk youth, so the situation is
urgent. Local child advocacy centers are seeing a
decline in attendance because families are staying
hidden due to Covid-19. Donna explains, “It is tragic
what is happening, and because of the recession,
more stress is being placed upon families. I’m
concerned what will happen if things get swamped
with bankruptcies and foreclosures and how it will
burden the courts.”

Another vital area that Donna works to address
is the environment. She argues that it is a best
practice to utilize available technology instead of
traveling due to rising environmental issues. As
a result, she strives to live by example, holding
meetings via Zoom and Skype. “I practice in two
cities, so virtual meetings not only save travel, but
it helps us to save the environment,” says Donna.
Therefore, as she looks toward the future of legal
practice, one of the most important factors she will
consider is how to create a cleaner environment.

Contact
Donna Purcell QC Law
Alberta, Canada | dpurcell@dpqclaw.com
1-833-377-2529 | www.dpqclaw.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/donnapurcell

As co-owner of StilHavn Real Estate Services Whistler and Squamish
and founder of The Sea to Sky Dream Team, Dana Friesen Smith is
well-known for her steadfast integrity as well as for her determination
to deliver the best customer service possible. Since establishing the
Sea to Sky exclusive real estate agency in 2019, Dana has led her team
of top-performing agents in making the brokerage one of the most
successful residential real estate agencies in the Sea to Sky area. In
addition to Whistler and Squamish, StilHavn as a collective group
of agencies serving Vancouver, North and West Vancouver and all
surrounding areas, helping clients fall in love with the Sea to Sky and
finding the perfect homes for their families. “My clients deserve nothing
less than top service and results,” says Dana. “I experience great joy
each time I help to make their dreams of homeownership come true.”
It’s no wonder she was voted Whistler’s Favorite Realtor five out of eight
years by readers of the Pique Newsmagazine.
A native of British Columbia, Dana, an eight-year real estate veteran,
was drawn to Sea to Sky by the stunning mountains, endless recreation,
and tight-knit community. Now, over a decade later, she continues to
call Whistler her home. She feels fortunate to live in a place that inspires
her to do better. “The Sea to Sky is full of people who don’t hold back
and who get the absolute most out of every day, so it’s important to
me to share that drive and philosophy of working hard and seizing the
moments,” Dana says. She and her team members at the Dream Team
strive to build lifelong relationships based upon trust and always have
their clients’ best interests at heart, whether or not it results in a sale.

Only eight years ago, in 2012, Dana was a real estate rookie working
with a major international real estate brokerage, armed with a passion
for helping people and the drive to succeed. Two years later, in 2014,
she started to build her team, a strategy-led and results-driven real
estate group now called The Dream Team. Five years later, she helped
launched StilHavn Real Estate Services in the Sea to Sky so that she could
better serve her clients with a more localized, specialized brokerage.
With a rising trajectory culminating this year, the team continues to grow,
already selling 88 properties despite the global pandemic—the highest
amount sold by any team in Sea to Sky.
Dana holds a triple-major degree in psychology, sociology, and
kinesiology from the University of Manitoba, which she considers the
most predominant of the skillsets she uses. “Having a background in
psychology and sociology especially helps my clients because I am very
good at understanding them and truly getting what they need beyond
just a two-bedroom or three-bedroom in a certain area,” says Dana. Her
education has also equipped her to guide clients through the emotional

process of buying a home, which she considers
one of her greatest attributes. “I’m the center of
calm for my clients even when everything feels a bit
crazy,” she explains.
Dana also credits her competitive nature as a driving
force for her success. “I love winning, negotiating,
finding deals, and constantly improving my marketing
for my clients,” she says. As a result of her efforts, the
Dream Team’s client base is predominantly referrals
or repeat business. “Not only do our current clients
have a fantastic experience, but agents in other
areas also know we are the best in the Sea to Sky.
Both groups know we take really good care of our
clients, and that’s why they refer their friends and
families to us,” Dana explains.

Whistler, BC | dana@seatoskydreamteam.com | https://seatoskydreamteam.com | 604.902.3878
Facebook: @Seatoskydreamteam | LinkedIn: /in/dana-friesen-smith-a5646019 | Instagram: @seatosky_dreamteam
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In fact, Dana’s hard work and dedication to clients have been the driving
forces behind Stilhavn and The Dream Team’s rise to the top of the Sea
to Sky real estate game. Having created one of the most successful
teams in the area as well as having produced impressive overall career
sales, Dana was inducted into the RE/MAX Hall of Fame for career
high sales. She also won the RE/MAX Spirit Award in recognition of her
integrity, honesty, and drive to deliver customer service excellence, and
consistently ranks among the Top 1% of Realtors in British Columbia,
giving her President’s Medallion Club status.

Their method involves loading drugs onto
magnetic nanoparticles and delivering
them under magnetic forces. 80% of people
who go through chemo experience some
hearing loss, so Otomagnetics seeks to help
people keep their hearing by preserving the
correct cells.
As an advisor for the Global Health Impact
Fund, Abhita helps the organization manage
their data flow and provide intelligence on
which companies to invest in. Her connection
also helps her network with investors for
neuro42 and Otomagnetics.
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To say Abhita Batra is adept at multitasking would be an understatement. She’s
always been perfectly comfortable taking on major challenges simultaneously,
like getting her global executive MBA while also raising her two-year old son.
Her husband was also working on his own MBA at the time and Abhita already
held a master’s degree in biotech from UPenn. Today, she serves as a founder,
C-level executive, advisor, and director for not one, but several companies, all
focused on healthcare, biotechnology, and medical technology.
Abhita is the founder and chief strategy officer for neuro42, a San Franciscobased medtech company looking towards the future of diagnostics and
treatment for neurological conditions with a portable MRI, AI, and robotic
platform. Their ultimate goal for the portable MRI is to have it used in NICUs
and ORs at the same time a patient is undergoing surgery or an interventional
procedure, allowing for better understanding of the brain and to monitor live
changes that happen during the intervention. Abhita is also the CEO of
Otomagnetics, a Maryland-based company offering non-invasive therapies
to treat hearing loss, especially for children undergoing chemotherapy.

Finally, Abhita is proud to carry on her
family’s business, Admac Group. Founded
by her parents, Admac has more than
150 pharmaceutical products, including
antibiotics, oncology, general medicine,
and more, in 15 countries. Admac is
headquartered in India and Abhita’s goal is
to bring this company into the U.S. within the
next year.
Growing Admac’s market, as well as
her other companies, is Abhita’s way of
honoring her parents, both of whom passed
away recently, and from whom Abhita
inherited her considerable talent and drive.
“They created lives together and worked
to make each other better,” she says. They
took their company international while her
mom taught as a pharmacy professor and
also raised three children. “She made me
believe anything is possible,” Abhita says.
“She taught me that I didn’t have to make
compromises and could have anything
I want, which continues to push me. My
parents’ values are embedded in me.”

www.neuro42.ai | abatra@neuro42.com | LI: abhitavohra & Neuro42

LAWYER TURNED SOUND
WORK PRACTITIONER

Q: Why and how does it work?
You just lie back and take in the sounds. At the end of the day, we’re all vibrating matter.
As we deal with regular life stresses, we just get out of whack—sound work helps us
recalibrate. (Read more at https://www.wearegoodvibrations.co)
Q: Who can benefit?
Literally anyone. I’ve worked with Facebook execs, to high-profile people, to individual
families, at big events, and low-key private settings. But what I’m really passionate
about is making it accessible and inclusive for everyone – people who haven’t had
exposure because of where they live or who may think it sounds too “out there.”
Q: How are you making sound work available to the mainstream?
First, through online content for people without access to live classes and events. Second,
more generally, by softening the experience and reframing it with an approachability, so
it is seen as something that works in anyone’s daily life. When I was first drawn to sound
baths as a participant, I was intimidated by a lot of the people I saw facilitating them. If I
didn’t have such a fearless, I-do-what-I-want kind of attitude, I don’t know if I would have
stepped into those spaces the first time. It made me wonder how many people were
missing out on this because they couldn’t relate to any of the teachers out there.

a deeper connection to self and just a
richer life experience. It was in this space I
discovered sound work, eventually getting
pulled deeper and deeper. It shifted how I
was showing up in my own life so much that
I felt like I had to share it. Intertwined with all
of that, my career over those years took me
from grassroots community development to
the fast-paced life of a lawyer. I’ve evolved
through a unique mix of experiences and
perspectives that allow me to connect, not
only with people on similar journeys (who
I call recovering doers/strivers/achievers),
but with people from all walks of life.

I want to bring this to the
masses - to reach people who
have not yet experienced the
benefits of sound baths.

Q: What are your next big projects?
I’m NYC-based, but I don’t think there’s a
geographical limit here. Big dreaming-wise,
think big sold out events in public spaces,
Q: How did you get here?
and global streaming platforms (the energy
Over the last 12 years living a busy life in major cities (ATL/LA/NYC), where meditation of a crowd gives me life!). Project-wise, in
and sound baths are much more common, I’d also been on this inner journey, seeking addition to more virtual content, I’ve also
got a major airport installation to help ease
traveler anxiety post-pandemic, and a NYC
nicole@wearegoodvibrations.co
https://www.wearegoodvibrations.co studio for busy go-getters in the works.
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Q: Tell us a little bit about what you do.
I help busy people find stillness – so they can get back to their lives with more openhearted presence. I work with crystal alchemy bowls, which are a really powerful way
to do that, in a format often referred to as a sound bath. There’s plenty of science
that’s starting to explain why it works so well to bring our minds and bodies back into
harmony, but on a most basic level, you can think of it as deeply relaxing.

insight into production, which she now
applies to WorkSocial. Five years later, she
decided to take the office space concept to
a whole new level and launched WorkSocial.
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As a mother, a wife, and a daughter, Natasha Mohan is a natural nurturer
and a multitasking dynamo. As an entrepreneur, these same characteristics
underlie her belief in personally “sweating the small stuff” so that her clients
have the freedom to focus on bigger ideas. Today, as the founder and chief
executive officer of WorkSocial, Natasha strives to unite people, to drive
creativity, and to serve both work and community environments. Guided
by her anthem to “bring elegance, peace, and happiness to the world,”
she leads the company on its mission to create a movement driven by the
fundamental spirit of entrepreneurship. In fulfilling its promise, WorkSocial
has grown its real estate nearly four times over in just five years. “It’s been
an amazing journey,” she shares.

Natasha founded WorkSocial in Jersey City in 2015, bringing with her three
decades of diverse experience across industries. She entered the workforce as
a teenager in the hospitality field, helping with her mother’s catering company
and assisting with the opening of several restaurants throughout Michigan. At
19, Natasha accepted a position as officer manager, where she remained for
the next three years. At 22, she married and worked at a bank in New York until
2001, when she became pregnant with her first child. The family relocated to
New Jersey, this is where Natasha invested in real estate both there and in New
York. She juggled raising her daughter while being pregnant with her second
and managing their properties and handling tenant relations.
In 2010, Natasha started a small workspace, and she learned how to design,
equip, and manage shared space. At the same time, she worked as a makeup
artist taking it to runway, bridal, and e-commerce shoots, giving her valuable

With “Connect. Create. Grow.” as its motto,
WorkSocial is a coworking, shared office,
private office, and meeting room space
founded upon the principle of connecting
businesses and entrepreneurs. It is a place
where creativity and inspiration flourish.
“Our mission is to connect entrepreneurs
who aspire to change the world and
to destroy scarcity through happiness,
wellness, leadership, love, and self-care,”
says Natasha. With clients now in nearly a
dozen countries, she is fulfilling her goal.
As CEO, Natasha’s main priority is helping
her clients grow their businesses by taking
care of amenities and reducing operating
costs. She is also readily available to
help them devise plans and to provide
whatever resources are necessary,
including connections, vendors, additional
workspace, technology, and cryptocurrency.
“Lumping all of my experience together
to develop WorkSocial has given me
the strength to make it past the difficult
hoops and grow myself as a person, an
entrepreneur, and a businesswoman.”
She and her husband love Jersey City,
their home of 17 years, and they actively
work to make a positive impact on the local
community. They work with the York Street
Project at St. Joseph’s Home to help feed
single women and children, and they’re
planning an initiative to plant trees so
that WorkSocial operates with a negative
carbon footprint.

111 Town Square Place Jersey City, NJ 07310 | natasha@myworksocial.com
201-210-8255 | www.worksocial.works | IG: worksocialworks
FB: WorkSocial.Works | LI: Natasha Mohan

Jill McKibbin
President
Dubbed “the queen of Pittsburgh networking,” Jill McKibbin is an
expert business development consultant with over 35 years of sales
experience. In 2010, she became the owner and president of McKibbin
Consulting, a Pennsylvania-based firm where she implements her own
signature approach to connect businesses across diverse backgrounds.
With the help of a highly dedicated team of skilled professionals, Jill
provides numerous companies with the tools necessary for growing
their businesses, building sales teams, reaching different markets, and
using new networking strategies. She credits her success to the longterm relationships she has maintained with a plethora of customers:
architects, general contractors, surveyors, and construction mangers
as well as audio visual, civil, environmental, geotechnical, structural,
and MEP engineers. As testimony to her accomplishments, Jill was the
recipient of the 2014 Women in Business Award and is a multi-year
nominee of the Athena Award.

Jill’s career took a positive turn in 2005 when she accepted a position
at a mechanical contracting company. She was involved with several
organizations in her city and knew that meeting more people would be
key to building sales and procuring larger industrial accounts, so that
same year, she founded a networking organization called Commercial
Industrial Service Trade (CIST). Over the years, as Jill transitioned into other
companies and moved into different roles, her network continued to grow.
In 2010, an architect recommended that she take all her skills and
experience—and her special brand of relation building—and branch
out on her own, and McKibbin Consulting was born. Now, for more than
a decade, Jill and her team have been serving as a one-stop shop—
connecting clients with property owners and managers, directors of
operation, purchasing agents, architects, and facilities directors. The
private consulting firm has also been a conduit for those interested
in working with local universities, women, veterans, and minorityowned companies. No matter what kind of company Jill looks at—

from the billion-dollar, publicly traded to the small,
privately owned—she identifies ways to connect
them to the right people, whether local, national,
or international.
During COVID 19, Jill never turned away her clients
when some of them had an inability to pay. “That’s
what makes both my firm and the CIST network
unique—we are all from different backgrounds and
industries; we are transparent; and we go above
and beyond for each other and for our clients,” she
explains. “At McKibbin Consulting, people come first,
and the money is secondary.”
Part of Jill’s determination to serve others stems from
her own past struggles. She learned firsthand how
daunting it is to battle seemingly insurmountable
difficulties. Therefore, in the midst of the COVID-19
pandemic, Jill not only recommended strategies
to help other companies survive, but she also
drew upon her experience to expand McKibbin
Consulting.
Jill gives thanks to God and would like to include a
special thank you to Autumn Edmiston, the CEO and
owner of The Edmiston Group based in Allison Park,
PA. Autumn has been instrumental in helping Jill to
reach her current level of success and to become
the versatile businesswoman she is today.

www.mckibbinconsulting.com | jmckibbin@mckibbinconsulting.com | 412.498.3572
LinkedIn: Jill McKibbin | The Edmiston Group: www.edmistongroup.com
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Jill’s multifaceted background makes it easy for her to connect with
clients. Nothing has ever been freely handed to her, and she is a survivor
having overcome countless obstacles and hardships. “Early in my career,
I did all kinds of jobs,” Jill says. “I even toured as a professional singer for a
number of years.” As the mother of an ailing child who required extensive
medical attention, she was also forced to hold her fair share of difficult
roles. However, each job introduced her to a vast network of people,
taught her the importance of teamwork, and enabled her to personally
relate to the challenges of her clients.

From the beginning, Laura has also been recognized for recruiting
women. She was young when she started, and at the time, it was
difficult to find male employees in the field. However, she quickly
discovered that the women she hired were instinctively gifted at
executive search because it involves a combination of executive and
intuitive decision making. For example, during the firm’s first years
in business, Laura placed a woman from Merrill Lynch at Morgan
Stanley, and she became the head of their asset backed securities
business. “A lot of the time, women getting into these roles do not
fully understand that it takes a team effort for everyone to win, and
they face a variety of challenges,” explains Laura. In order to assist
with this issue, Laura helps mentor the women she places as well as
those she interviews-even if they do not work out in the positions
she presents to them.
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As the founder and chief executive officer of Sterling
Resources International, LLC, Laura Lofaro has led the
business for over 30 years. In addition to specializing
in finance and retained executive search, the New York
firm has worked in all industry sectors of investment
banking. They also act as a management consultant firm
and have been successful in transforming struggling
companies into leaders of their endeavors. Today, Laura
continues to differentiate herself and her company by
maintaining an honorable reputation and by building
candid and deep relationships with all clients.
Founded in 1988, Sterling Resources International is
a small boutique international executive search and
compensation consulting firm consisting of an all-female
staff. Because every team member takes pride in sitting
side-by-side with clients and providing them with a
unique, personalized experience, they have been hired
to work in corporate finance and sales worldwide. In fact,
the firm has been recognized for their transformative
search work as they have made significant placements
throughout North America, South America, Europe, Latin
America, and Asia.

Sterling Resources has also exhibited its diversity through their
placements in both small and large companies and by recruiting
the right people for available positions. For instance, they recruited
30 people from Merrill Lynch to be placed at SVB Leerink Swan, and
they were featured on the first page of The Wall Street Journal. They
also worked for a bulge bracket firm in 2010 when the firm wanted
to increase their market share in a natural resources group. When
they recruited a team of 35 people out of a competing firm, that
feat made the cover of The Wall Street Journal. At the time, Laura’s
firm was ranked 25th in natural resources, but after two years, they
moved up to third place and have been ranked first since 2014.
In addition to her responsibilities as CEO, Laura does a lot of
philanthropic work. She is a former trustee of the Museum of the City
of New York, and she currently serves as a trustee of Southampton
Hospital. Laura comes from a family of physicians and knows that
the government often fails to properly support the medical industry,
so supporting hospitals is particularly important to her.
Laura also works to fundraise for The Seeing Eye, the primary
guide dog organization; The Lighthouse for the Blind; and the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASCPA).
Additionally, she has been a guest speaker at the Columbia
Business School for second year students. Since she has worked
for many large firms and since she built the Bank of America’s
health care division earlier in her career, she is properly equipped
to help new classes of associates by impressing upon them what
to expect after they graduate.

Sterling Resources International, LLC | 1345 Avenue of the Americas, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10105
laural@sterlri.com | http://sterlri.com | (212) 421-5353 | LinkedIn: /laura-j-lofaro-44797717

HEIDI PETERSON
CEO, Fund Momentum LLC

Heidi Peterson is passionate about helping others, especially
women and girls that live in marginalized or underserved
communities around the world. With over 20 years of experience
working with nonprofit and community outreach organizations,
she is a strong advocate for social justice and protecting the
rights of all people.
Recently, Heidi served as the executive director of Mobility
Outreach International (MOi), an organization which restores
mobility to children and adults affected by limb loss and deformity
in poor countries. Founded in 1989 by a Seattle-based orthopedist,
MOi provided artificial limbs and braces to Vietnamese land mine
victims. Today, it offers nonsurgical clubfoot treatment, orthopedic
surgery, and training to improve the local availability and repair of
prosthetics and orthotics. MOi’s global programs and partnerships
reach underserved communities in Vietnam, Haiti, Sierra Leone
and Senegal.
Heidi explains that most importantly, sustainable programs are a
result of a reliable and growing pipeline of passionate donors and
prospects who believe in changing the world. Over the course of
her career, she has successfully identified and tapped into the
deeply held values and motivations of her donors and helped
bring the mission to life so that they become more inspired
advocates themselves.

Heidi spent over 15 years as a fundraising professional with
several international nonprofit organizations including CARE
USA and India, Room to Read, PATH and JDRF. In these roles,
she focused on magnifying the effects of her fundraising teams
and colleagues by building tailored relationships with key
stakeholders. Heidi sums up her experiences and adds, “It is not
about empowering a single individual to perform their best work,
instead it’s about activating the entire team to reach new heights.”

organizations that need help with strategies and campaigns
that deliver increased revenue and greater programmatic
impact. She feels proud of her successful track record
which has resulted in transformative social change. She adds
however, “In 2018, Giving USA shows that only five percent
of all charitable support given in the United States, went to
international aid.” This huge disparity is what compels Heidi to
continue to fight for social justice across the spectrum.
To recharge when away from the office, Heidi enjoys outdoor
activities such as hiking with her dog, Jazzy. She is a competitive
sailor and can often be found racing on Seattle’s Lake Union or
on the Puget Sound. In the winter she enjoys teaching children
to ski with Fiorini Ski School at Snoqualmie Pass.

Heidi’s passion for helping others grew out of her own personal
experiences. Raised by a single mother and schoolteacher in
Boise Idaho, she came to understand the profound importance
played by her faith community in her upbringing. “The ripple
effect stemming from these people helped my family succeed
with their acts of kindness and financial assistance all throughout
my youth. It forever changed my life trajectory. The power of holy
spirit makes great things possible.” she says.
In her continued work as global humanitarian, Heidi recently
launched her own fundraising consulting firm, Fund Momentum
LLC. The company will cater to small- and medium-sized nonprofit

Heidi Peterson, MPA, CFRE
Founder & CEO
FundMomentum@gmail.com
(650) 275-3343 | www.fundmomentum.com
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She explains, “I once had a major donor who funded an
elementary school in Afghanistan in honor of her grandchildren.
While she wanted to have us place their names on the building,
my colleagues in-country explained that any text in English would
draw undesirable attention. I asked her young grandchildren to
draw pictures we could place on the wall instead.” She concluded,
“It was so meaningful to the kids to know they made a difference
for girls so far away and in the years that followed, the family
continued to upgrade their giving as a result.”

rich. From devising company strategies, developing training programs,
forging corporate sponsorships and university partnerships to marketing
and public speaking engagements, Heidi is quickly mobilizing to meet
the needs of companies seeking opportunities to invest in women. In the
few short months since its official launch in January 2021, GirlzWhoSell
has been breaking barriers, building women’s confidence, tackling the
challenges of bias and antiquated hiring practices, and amplifying the
innate strengths of women! And, if anyone knows how to shatter the
glass ceiling in this field, it’s Heidi. In tandem with GirlzWhoSell, Heidi
serves as vice president of global sales for VXI Global Solutions, a $625
million, multi-national, technology and business process outsourcing
company, where she is responsible for generating new logo revenue
with Fortune 500 corporations.
As the driving force behind GirlzWhoSell, Heidi is leading other
women to intentional careers in sales. “We are currently doing a lot of
professional webinars that parallel with the development of our training
programs. We’re also in the process of soliciting corporate sponsorships,
which are the backbone of our organization,” says Heidi. “We invite
companies who are committed to hiring women in sales roles to partner
with us.” These sponsorships not only subsidize the company’s training
and marketing but provide scholarships and create employment and
internship opportunities for GWS graduates. In turn, corporate sponsors
benefit by receiving early-stage talent trained and mentored by a sales
professional who truly understands what it takes to reach 1% status.

Heidi Solomon-Orlick
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While many professionals are driven by wealth, Heidi
Solomon-Orlick has dedicated her life’s work to making
an impact on the world. Over her remarkably successful
30-year career in B2B sales, she has helped to create
thousands of jobs (both nationally and internationally),
closed over $1B in recognized revenue, and achieved
top 1% status within the male dominated Business
Process Outsourcing (BPO) industry. In 2019, Heidi was
the recipient of HCL’s Red Ladder Unstoppable Women
Award, and in 2021, she received two Gold Stevie
Awards for the 2020 revenue year, including Woman of
the Year in Sales and Worldwide Sales Executive of the
Year. Throughout her career, Heidi has won numerous
company awards including Employee of the Year, Top
Sales Performer, and President’s Club.
In October of 2020, Heidi combined her passion for
mentoring young women and her expertise in sales
and founded GirlzWhoSell— a training and mentoring
organization with the mission of closing the gender
gap in B2B sales, and creating the largest pipeline
of diverse, early-stage female sales talent. As the
passionate founder and CEO of this growing women
owned business that Heidi describes as “a movement
not a company,” Heidi’s responsibilities are vast and

GirlzWhoSell will soon unveil its first training course, featured as a part of
the GirlzWhoSell Academy. #ExploreSales will target college-aged women
and recent graduates. The introductory course examines why women
should consider a career in sales, available career options, introduces
basic sales concepts, and offers a sales personality assessment, which
categorizes an individual’s innate personality archetype. “The goal is to
help participants decide if they’re interested in a career in sales, and if
so, encourage them to learn more.” Two additional training programs are
planned by the end of the year— the #SalesbyChoice Workshop and the
#Sales4Success Mastermind. Heidi’s long-term vision is to enable women
to launch their own GWS franchise and to create a robust mentoring and
job placement network. By 2022, Heidi hopes to propel the movement
globally. Heidi also has interest in investing in other women, minority
and LBGTQ+ owned businesses. She is a venture investor in the Portfolia
Rising America and Active Aging funds, is a SheEO activator, and recently
founded the Women’s Impact Network (WIN)—an empowerment and
networking organization focused on women over 50. WIN is home to the
Wisdom Warrior Summit, a virtual event launching in October 2021.
In her free time, Heidi continues to drive DE&I initiatives. She is an active
member of Modern Sales Pro’s DE&I committee and is an executive
sponsor and thought leader driving VXI’s global diversity strategy. As a
former member of the national organizing team for the Women’s March
on Washington, and as the founder and co-chair of the Women’s March
Pennsylvania, Heidi recognizes her privilege and is committed to being
a staunch ally. With a degree in journalism and speech communications
from California State University, Northridge, she is also a published author.
Heidi recently contributed to Upward: Leadership Lesson’s for Women on
the Rise—a compilation of stories from a diverse group of accomplished
women. Her chapter, Fail Fast and Take More Risk, discusses some of the
pivotal moments that influenced her leadership journey and offers advice
for emerging leaders starting on their own leadership path.

heidi.solomon@vxi.com | girlzwhosell@gmail.com | www.girlzwhosell.com
vxi.com | 610.858.8864 | IG: GirlzWhoSell | LI: heidisolomon1 & girlzwhosell
FB: GirlzWhoSell | Twitter: @GirlzWhoSell & @HeidiOrlick

What do you get when you combine an extensive background in
financial management, high-end hospitality experience, and many
years of assisting high-profile CEOs? You get Sharon Dinh and her
Vancouver-based business consultancy and project management
agency, D’Agency.

“I wanted to take away the pre-existing notions of what a VEA really
is,” she says. “There are assumptions that VEAs are ‘just’ assistants,
and I wanted to change that to make people see that they’re much
more with D’Agency. Experienced VEAs, especially those who have
grown with a company, are more like project managers, in a sense.
They know the ins and outs of the business, make all the network
connections, and are able to put together a team and spearhead a
task end-to-end.”
That belief became the foundation of D’Agency, which was founded
in 2018. Sharon has shown her clients time and time again that VEAs
are an invaluable resource to any business — in fact, in all her time in
operation, she’s never done any marketing. Her model is so impressive,
that her reputation has spread solely through word of mouth.

Founder

Taking her knowledge in the hospitality industry, with a focus
on complete customer service, as well as her 10-year role as an
assistant to CEOs, Sharon has created a high-level one-stop-shop
for the modern business owner. Sharon implemented the Five AAA
Diamond model used in the travel and tourism industry to rate luxury
and hospitality, and translated it into a full-service business support
offering, while also educating clients on the importance of having a
savvy, virtual executive assistant (VEA).

services remotely, made me realize an opportunity
to provide the best service network, by pivoting and
expanding my offering, virtually,” says Sharon.

D’Agency also provides additional services such as bookkeeping,
copywriting, human resource, and web development services —
and being virtual, they also work with clients overseas. To date,
D’Agency has worked with clients in Asia, Germany, and the U.K.
“The sudden shift in seeing more and more freelancers offer their

Sharon is confident that the market for services will
remain strong as the global pandemic has forced many
offices to work from home. As she continues to grow
D’Agency to develop a wider variety of service offerings,
Sharon’s goal is for D’Agency to set an industry standard
while becoming the leading hub for virtual services.
“This is the future of businesses everywhere,” Sharon says.
“We’ve simply been helping those ahead of the game.”

D’Agency, Business Consultancy & Project Management Agency | info@dagency.ca
www.dagency.ca 778.317.2007 LI: Sharon Dinh D’Agency IG: Dagency__
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Today, D’Agency offers 24-hour, seven-day support for small and
medium businesses and start-ups. Sharon employs an impressive
roster of seasoned VEAs who each have at least five years of
experience working with high-profile CEOs and corporations.
“D’Agency VEAs, apart from the years of experience, are also
extremely tech-savvy, highly intuitive, and are proactive in
troubleshooting, and really catering to our clients’ needs -- they’re
top-notch,” says Sharon.

Aside from running D’Agency, Sharon is also co-owner
of PINKARAT, an eCommerce business selling all-inone home-manicure kits, but her personal mission is
to change the way the world sees VEAs. “We need to
recognize the true value and skills modern VEAs are
offering. They’re not just your typical assistant anymore
as roles and responsibilities have evolved in what’s
needed of them -- they need a place of recognition in
the industry.”

moving into a role as a contract attorney, while beginning her
entertainment representation career on the side.
In 1999, Bernie acquired an entertainment client who was
working with the artist Ludacris in the early years of his career.
She explained, “This client ended up composing and producing
six records for Ludacris and that was the start of building a name
for myself in the industry.” She eventually began representing
more clients working with additional famous names in the
industry, including Puffy and Luther Vandross. While she was
establishing her career and building a name for herself in the
music and entertainment world, Bernie was still working full time
for a local governmental agency. She explains, “I felt like I was
working two full time jobs between the entertainment work and
the agency. At the end of 2002, I finally left the government and
began focusing solely on entertainment matters.”
In October 2002, Bernie founded her own firm, B. Lawrence
Watkins & Associates, PC; a boutique law firm that specializes
in entertainment, corporate, and intellectual property matters.
Using her expertise in the music and entertainment business,
the firm focuses on representing clients and legal matters in the
areas of music, trademark and copyright law, film and television
rights, media technology, licensing and corporate transactions.
Through her expertise and experience, Bernie has established
a niche practice working with platinum selling producers and
song writers including producers for Drake, Beyoncé, and 21
Savage. Her brother is also a successful music producer who
has referred many successful clients her way. Bernie works
diligently to continue to expand her practice by always striving
for the best and networking and adds, “My goal is to always try
to negotiate deals that can transform my clients’ lives by putting
them in a better position.”
In addition to her professional accomplishments, Bernie is very
active in her community and other charitable causes. In 2007,
along with three of colleagues, Bernie co-founded “Gather for
Good” - an annual networking and fundraising event that seeks
to raise funds for local nonprofit organizations. Bernie also sits
on the board of several nonprofit organizations, including:
•
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•
•
•
Bernie Lawrence-Watkins fell in love with music and the arts at
a young age, while attending a performing arts high school in
New York City. When she was in college at Howard University
in Washington DC, her brother, a talented musician received a
recording contract that unfortunately fell through because it was not
a reputable deal. It was at that point in her life that Bernie became
determined to go to law school and become an entertainment
lawyer so she could get the best deals for artists and entertainers.
After graduating from Howard University with a BBA in marketing,
Bernie went on to attend the University of Baltimore Law School
and received her Juris Doctorate in 1995.
After graduating from law school, in 1996 Bernie moved to Atlanta
to live and work in a geographical area where the entertainment
industry was prominent. At that time, the entertainment industry
was rapidly growing in the Atlanta region. She began working
for Kilpatrick Stockton LLP as a litigation coordinator, eventually

CHOICES: The Center Helping Obesity in Children End
Successfully, Inc.
SCDAA: Sickle Cell Disease Association of America
Georgia Music Partners
Empower the Change

Bernie has also received numerous prestigious awards over the
years including:
•
•
•
•
•

2012: Entertainment Lawyer of the Year by Women of
Wealth Magazine
Honored by ASCAP as one of the Women Behind the Music
2014: Chairman’s Award from Entertainments, Sports and
Art Law Section of the National Bar Association
2015: Top 25 Women of Atlanta List; Rolling Out Magazine
2018: Rising in Community and Excellence Award

CONTACT:
325 Edgewood Avenue SE, Suite 200, Atlanta, GA 30312
info@blwapc.com | www.blwapc.com
Tel: 404-593-2077 | Fax: 404-223-2398

From her beginnings in the development industry at age
21, Nathaliah Naipaul became a master of balancing a
successful career and family. She was an instrumental
piece in building the property development division
in her family’s business, securing both regional and
multinational tenants such as Courts, Starbucks, KFC,
and Ashley furniture.
On moving to Texas, Nathaliah continued as an Advisor
for her family while virtually owning and managing two
fitness centers in Trinidad, operating her UPS franchise
in Houston and raising her young children. Her passion
for real estate and commitment to client satisfaction
inspired her to become a certified real estate agent
and Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM).
In doing so, Nathaliah aimed to formally learn every
aspect of the industry, to build upon the knowledge
acquired in her native country and deliver a novel
experience to her clients. This became a motivating
factor when she realized the challenge faced by
women in the commercial real estate sector, and helped
shaped her vision of providing a knowledgeable,
interactive and personal experience for her clientele
and how that would be the differentiator in the industry.

Nathaliah and her partner created XAG Group in 2017,
where she currently manages a portfolio above $70M
and has closed over $25M in assets. Her firm’s highly
qualified agents can assist with sourcing lenders,
contractors, property acquisitions, closings, and
management, as well as commercial development.
Nathaliah explains that “All agents at XAG Properties
are dedicated to going the extra mile for clients,
where every aspect of the business and environment
is considered, to ensure our investments and
developments offer a high ROI while fostering a longlasting relationship and providing superior services to
everyone we work with.”

Nathaliah Naipaul | CEO and Partner | nathalia@xaggroup.com | www.xaggroup.com
281.630.0596 | LinkedIn:www.linkedin.com/in/nathaliah-naipaul-ccim
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Today, Nathaliah is the CEO and partner of XAG Group,
one of Houston’s leading development and private
equity firms. As a fundamental pillar of the group, she
employs her extensive work experience to uphold the
company’s mission to create value and sustainability
for their clients with humility and integrity. This value
system is especially evident in the newest division of
the company portfolio, XAG Properties.

REBECCA R. RUBIN
President and CEO Marstel-Day, LLC

Rebecca Rubin is dedicated both personally and professionally
to preserving the natural environment. As the founder, president,
and CEO of Marstel-Day, an international environmental
consulting firm, Rebecca explains, “If you can’t lead with the
environment in this day and age, you cannot lead at all.”
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Founded in 2002, Marstel-Day provides innovative strategies
and plans of action for addressing environmental challenges.
The firm has three locations in Fredericksburg and Alexandria,
Virginia, and Oceanside, California.
As founder of the firm, Rebecca manages an experienced and
elite team of environmental professionals who are experts
in environmental policy and strategy. This diverse team is
comprised of researchers, analysts, planners, scientists, natural
resources managers, real estate experts, and GIS professionals
that work collaboratively to bring innovative solutions to clients
in both the public and private sector. They assist and guide
clients with environmental issues relating to climate change,
resiliency, sustainability, habitat, open space, water, energy,
land use and natural resource conservation.
Rebecca explains that the core of their business is “Teaching
people how to create real world business strategies and new
business paradigms that can successfully connect and support
the environment.”

In addition to cultivating new ideas and working closely
with clients to help them create strategies that support the
environment, Rebecca is also the voice of the company and
speaks often at environmental conferences and events.
She has been a featured speaker at the Earthx Expo and
Conference, the 100 Resilient Cities Conference, Children and
Nature Network, and more.
Rebecca received a BA in history from Harvard University and an
MA in international security from Columbia University’s School
of International and Public Affairs. Before she founded MarstelDay, Rebecca was the director of the Army’s Environmental
Policy Institute and also led a variety of environmental studies
and analyses at the Institute for Defense Analyses, a not-forprofit corporation.
She was named a White House Champion of Change
for Community Resilience by President Obama and she
currently leads a 5-locality initiative on Climate, Environment,
and Resilience (CLEAR). In addition to her professional
accomplishments, Rebecca is personally committed to her
community and the environment. She served as chairman of
the board for the National Wildlife Refuge Association, and
currently serves on the board of The Nature Conservancy of
Virginia and as a general board member of Virginia Forever,
an organization that advocates for increased funding for water
quality improvements and land conservation across the state.

www.marstel-day.com | rrr@marstel-day.com | (703) 839-5512

Sonali has a passion for developing compelling tech
products. In Square, she is responsible for helping
the company scale via building powerful tools and
platforms for developers. She leads developer
platforms for mobile, server, and machine learning/
AI. Previously, she served as head of consumer
engineering for Realtor.com, the nation’s number
two realty site. There she drove the creation and
execution of Realtor’s mobile product differentiation
strategy and launched user experiences enabling
the company’s stellar mobile growth.
Sonali is also adept at global expansion and
internationalization. As head of engineering for
Vuclip, an entertainment giant with 100M+ monthly
active users, she built a global team. Sonali also cofounded two tech startups, one of which was 10jumps,
a Silicon Valley-based data analytics product and
services company, which had a successful exit and
acquisition in 2014.

Along her journey, she realized that there was a huge gender gap in
leadership. “I decided to not just be a spectator, but do something
about it,” Sonali explains. “There are so many capable women who
find it difficult to balance their professional ambitions and personal
lives.” She published her book, Ellevate—Achieving Career Rise with
a Balanced Life, to address this very issue, and she volunteers and
coaches women in leadership positions to maximize their potential.
Sonali came to the U.S. from India with high aspirations of making her
mark on the world. She undoubtedly is doing exactly that—and she’s
bringing the industry and the sisterhood of female leaders with her.

sonalisambhus@gmail.com | 669.203.9719
Fremont, CA | Twitter: @Sonali_Sambhus
LinkedIn: /sonali-sambhus-156278/
Facebook: /ellevate.foundation
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Sonali Sambhus is a technology executive, an
entrepreneur, and a women’s leadership advocate.
With 25 years of expertise in setting vision,
developing product strategies, and mastering tech
execution, she has served as VP and head roles for
large organizations and launched two tech startups.
As a women’s champion, through her volunteer
efforts, she has coached hundreds of women
in senior leadership positions to maximize their
professional potential and personal growth. She
currently serves as head of developer platform for
Square, a renowned fintech company based in San
Francisco, California.
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and works to expand the team through
recruiting and mentoring other realtors.
“I’m licensed in AZ and CA, but as a
member of an international brokerage,
I’m not constrained by the local market
because I have colleagues whom I can
partner with to make sure my clients and
their referrals are well taken care of,” she
explains.

KC DeMaree is a licensed Realtor® for eXp Realty, an innovative technology
brokerage boasting a fully immersive, 3-D cloud office environment. With
in-depth experience in technology, business, and real estate, she boasts a
proven history of not only rising to challenges but of also seeking them out.
Today, KC continues to thrive as a result of her relentless drive to help others
succeed.
At eXp, KC partners with clients and advises them on real estate decisions
(including but not limited to the luxury market and relocating professionals)

CONTACT

Prior to joining the brokerage earlier
this year, KC garnered a vast range of
knowledge and first-hand experience in
the business, technology, and real estate
industries. While she learned to make
data-driven decisions in business school,
her previous positions at Facebook and
Google in Silicon Valley refined her
technical aptitude while working in human
resources and recruiting equipped her
to become a skilled negotiator. Since
becoming a real estate professional 10
years ago, KC has become a thought
leader and has been featured in
numerous well-known publications. “I’ve
had the honor of working for some of the
world’s top companies, and eXp is my
pick in terms of limitless opportunities,”
KC says.

eXp Realty | Arizona license: # SA690827000 | California license: # 017875379
kc.demaree@exprealty.com | 480.869.4353 | 707.DEM.AREE | LinkedIn: /kcdemaree

NANCY KOWALIK
Broker/Owner, Nancy Kowalik Real Estate Group
46 North Main Street, Mullica Hill, NJ 08062

With over 14 years of experience in the real estate industry,
Nancy Kowalik has perfected the art of customer service.
Nancy is a successful real estate broker and the owner of
the Nancy Kowalik Real Estate Group, a boutique real estate
brokerage with a dedicated, award-winning team of agents,
who expertly transact residential, commercial, and luxury real
estate sales/acquisitions throughout southern New Jersey.
Nancy started her career in real estate as an agent more
than 14 years ago. In 2011, she opened her own satellite
office in Mullica HIll and in 2015, she followed that success
by starting her own brokerage. In just under 5 years, it has
already become one of the area’s top independent agencies,
achieving close to $57 million in sales last year. Nancy explains
that her primary goal is to create “clients for life” through 5-Star
Service and building strong, lasting relationships with her
clients. She proves this commitment through an uncommon
pledge: “I guarantee the sale of your home, or I will buy it, as
long as we both agree to price and timing.”
Nancy fosters a dynamic team environment, with specialists
who excel in different aspects of the business. Their collective
goal is to provide an unrivaled client experience. “For
instance,” Nancy adds, “We never make people wait for a call
back. All calls are answered immediately, and we offer hours
on Saturdays for added convenience.”
As a resident of South New Jersey for over 20 years, Nancy
has the familiarity and knowledge of the local market and, as a
chairperson for the Joint Land Use Board, she is equally wellversed in planning and zoning.
Prior to her career in real estate, Nancy worked in the marketing
industry, which allows her to develop effective campaigns that
will grow her real estate business. As a result of her impressive
sales figures, Nancy was listed in the Top 10% of American

Professionals and is an active participant in the exclusive Million
Dollar Craig Proctor Platinum Elite Coaching Program, where
she frequently speaks on her renowned, Open House Success
Formula and her Luxury Real Estate Marketing Strategies.
Nancy is involved in several outreach and charitable
organizations, including Acenda, a program that finds permanent
homes for teenagers who have grown out of foster care. In 2018,
she donated a portion of her commissions, which, combined with
additional donations from partners and clients, amounted to over
$23,000.

•

Top Rated Real Estate Agent Award
by Philadelphia Top Rated Real Estate Agents

•
•

•

NJ 5 Star Real Estate Agent
Highest in Service & Overall Satisfaction (8 years)

•

•

Top Realtors (7 years)
Selected by Peers & Realtors of South Jersey Magazine
Top Real Estate Agents in NJ Award
by New Jersey Monthly (6 years)
America’s Most Honored Professionals Award
by Top 10% of American Professionals

•
•

•
•

Million Dollar Craig Proctor Platinum Elite Coaching Program
NJ Realtor’s Circle of Excellence Platinum Sales Award
(4 years)
MAME Awards (Major Achievement in Marketing Excellence):
Best Special Event or Promotion 2017
Best Marketing or Branding Campaign 2017
Best Realtor Promotion 2017
Real Estate: Leaders in the Field 2018/2019
by South Jersey Magazine
America’s Top 100: Top 1% Real Estate Agents 2019

www.nancykowalik.com | nancy@nancykowalik.com | Twitter: realestatesj | Facebook: Nancyknowsrealestate
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NANCY KOWALIK REAL ESTATE GROUP HAS BEEN THE RECIPIENT OF NUMEROUS AWARDS INCLUDING:

Yael Choukroun is the co-founder of The Frenchway Travel,
a renowned, full service, corporate and luxury travel agency.
Yael has developed an expertise at creating an elite and
exclusive travel experience for her clients.
Originally from France, Yael and her sister, Esther Tavor,
moved to the United States and founded The Frenchway
Travel over thirty-five years ago. At a time when few women
were opening their own businesses, they have found great
success in meeting their client’s demand. The Frenchway
Travel has grown exponentially and expanded in France
ten years ago. The two sisters, with the French touch, have
successfully run and managed The Frenchway Travel from
its inception, acquiring an elite clientele. Their team handles
every aspect and all of the accommodations for people
traveling around the world, from start to finish. The Frenchway
Travel motto expresses well the mindset of the company:

“At Frenchway, we do it best, but most importantly, we do it...
with passion”
Frenchway caters to high end, corporate travel service with
offices in New York and Paris, offering personalized, concierge
travel services to VIP clients including modeling agencies,
fashion models, celebrities, productions companies, public
relations teams, actors, photographers, sports figures and
other notable travelers. Yael notes that The Frenchway
Travel is the number one travel service for high profile clients
attending fashion week globally every year.
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The Frenchway Travel prides itself in creating tailor-made
travel solutions for corporate luxury travel by delivering worldclass creative and strategic solutions for travel management.
When you ask Yael her recipe for success, she will explain
that The Frenchway Travel’s philosophy is a “Client First”
approach.

US: 11 West 25th Street, 8 FL, New York, NY 10010
(212) 243 3500 | Info@Frenchwaytravel.Com
FR: 15 Rue Montorgueil, 75001 Paris
33 1 44 06 08 70 | Info@Frenchwaytravel.com
FB: FrenchwayTravelNYC | IG: thefrenchwaytravel
Twitter: frenchwaytravel | LI: frenchway-travel

The Frenchway Travel, thanks to its strong relationships
and exclusive partnerships with travel related services, can
adeptly negotiate and offer their clients the best service at
the best price. The Frenchway Travel’s services include 24
hour assistance, online booking platforms to seamlessly
book business travel, personal agent availability, travel policy
management, and extensive travel experience insights.
In addition to Yael’s professional accomplishments as a
successful business owner and trend setter in the travel
industry, Yael is also a prosperous real estate investor and
has a passion for design. Yael currently resides in Chelsea
with her beloved dog, Max.

PARAND JALALI
Co-Founder and Sales Consultant at Bellator Holdings LLC

From a young age, Parand Jalali knew that she wanted to own
her own business and become an entrepreneur. Her father
immigrated to this country from Iran and worked diligently to
build and run his own chiropractic office. While working with
her father, she watched him create a successful business and
knew that one day she would follow in his footsteps.
As an academically focused young woman, after tenth grade,
Parand attended Richland Collegiate High School, a juniorsenior dual credit charter high school where students could
take college courses and earn college credits. She attended
community college after graduating and intended to continue
her education in psychology. Her focus changed however
when she attended some training classes and was introduced
to the forex market and the investment industry. Parand
explains that this changed her life and she followed a path to
entrepreneurship. She moved to the Houston area and along
with her husband, she founded Bellator Holdings LLC – a full
service brokerage and consulting firm. They wanted to name
their firm after something strong and powerful and decided on
Bellator, which means warrior in Latin.

As the owner and top sales consultant for Bellator CRE, the real
estate segment of the business, Parand works closely with both
buyers and sellers to create an ideal pathway to the perfect
residential or commercial property. She strives to achieve the
perfect balance for clients on both sides of the real estate coin
by using her knowledge and experience throughout the entire
process. She is diligent in her research of available properties,
in establishing contacts and making new connections, and in
building strong relationships with all of her clients.
Parand explains that as a consultant, she works closely with
buyers to determine all of the criteria that they desire in a
property. She then reaches out directly to sellers or even
potential sellers to see if they can strike a deal that is extremely
amicable to both parties. Today, as the real estate market in
Houston is growing rapidly and commercial and residential
property values continue to rise, Parand prides herself in
working closely with her buyers to get them “the best deals
under market value.” Parand feels extremely proud that her
clients really trust her and as a result of her diligence and
dedication, she has created a loyal client following.
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5280 Caroline Street
Houston, Texas 77004
parandjalali@yahoo.com
Phone: 832-266-4060

E

milie Mazzacurati is the founder and chief executive
officer of Four Twenty Seven, Inc., an award-winning
market research firm that provides data and economic
analysis on the impacts of climate change.
In layman’s terms, Four Twenty Seven brings together
climate and financial data to help investors and corporations
understand the economic effects of climate change on
their assets. Under Emilie’s skillful guidance, the talented
staff of experts on climate science, computer engineering,
macroeconomics, finance, natural resources management,
policy analysis, and international development work with
financial institutions, corporations, and government entities to
enable the integration of climate science into business and
policy decisions and foster climate adaptation and resilience
investments.
While this may seem like a fairly novel niche within the financial
sector, the demand for this data has grown exponentially
over the past two years. Inundated with requests from
wealth managers and financial advisors, who seek advanced
knowledge of potential risks to their clients’ portfolios, Four
Twenty Seven offers climate risk scores for a wide range
of listed instruments in equities and fixed income markets.
Their analysis leverages best-in-class climate data at the
most granular level, and scores assets based on their precise
geographic location. This provides the financial industry with
the most comprehensive overview of investment outcomes
related to present and future climate changes.
Emilie founded Four Twenty Seven in 2012, just after
Hurricane Sandy devastated the Atlantic Coast. Inflicting
nearly $70 billion in damages, the storm provided the world
with a vivid demonstration of how climate change affects
the financial markets. She elaborates, “Climate risk and
vulnerability assessments have been proven crucial to longterm economic security. By developing and implementing
effective strategies to navigate our changing climate, we are
essentially safeguarding our economy for future generations.”
In the six years since Four Twenty Seven was incorporated,
it has accumulated numerous accolades including the
Berkeley Visionary Award, a Risk Markets Technology Award,
an ESRI Award, ISAR Honors from the UN Commission on
Trade, and the EBJ Business Achievement Award, among
numerous others.
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Learn more about Four Twenty Seven here:
http://427mt.com/our-story/
http://427mt.com/insights/

Contact:
415.930.9089 | 2000 Hearst Ave., Berkley, CA 94709
emazzacurati@427mt.com | www.427mt.com

Emilie received a master’s degree in development studies
and European affairs from Sciences Po and a Master of Public
Policy from the University of California at Berkeley. Prior to
founding Four Twenty Seven, she held several roles for local
and national governments. Emilie also served as head of
carbon analysis for global markets with Thomson Reuters
Point Carbon. Since 2013, she has lectured at University of
California, Davis Graduate School of Management, teaching
MBA students about climate risks and opportunities for the
private sector.

Social Media:
Twitter: @emazzacurati / @427climaterisk
LinkedIn: /emazzacurati / four-twenty-seven-llc
Facebook: /FourTwentySeven/

Emilie has authored over a dozen widely commended
publications, is a frequent speaker at industry events, and
is a member of Women Entrepreneurs of Berkeley and the
American Society of Adaptation Professionals.

Watch Emilie accept the Visionary Award from
Berkeley Chamber here: https://youtube/7ZpayN9zXCU

Krystle founded CIMI Ventures P.C. in 2014, where she continues
to serve as corporate legal counsel and business advisor to
public and private clients, ranging from startups to companies
with yearly revenue in excess of $1 billion. Holding both a J.D.
and an MBA, Krystle acts as a problem solver and a growth
strategist for her clients. She explains that she loves “working
with individuals who are passionate about what they do. It is
so rewarding to work in this field because your end result is a
positive impact to someone’s business and life.”
In addition to her professional achievements, Krystle is also
very involved in her community. She is an active board member
and the governance committee co-chair of the Seattle Animal
Shelter Foundation, a 501(c)(3) organization. She is also a public
speaker on a variety of topics including technology, corporate
strategy, policy, ethics, and entrepreneurship. Krystle has most
recently spoken for Wonder Women Tech and The Creative
Coalition Speaker Series.
Krystle has also served in numerous roles outside of law,
including being a fellow with the World Affairs Council and an
adjunct professor at Marymount California University.

Krystle graduated first in her class in 2006 from the W.P. Carey
School of Business and the Barrett Honors College at Arizona
State University, receiving her B.S. in marketing, with a focus on
international business, and a minor in English literature. In 2009,
she obtained her J.D. from the University of Pennsylvania Law
School, together with a concentration in business and public
policy from Wharton Business School. In 2010, she obtained her
M.B.A. from Webster University via a global traveling program in
Europe and Asia.
Krystle attributes her success to hard work and a passion for
helping her clients develop and execute a plan to accomplish
their business goals. She shares that she absolutely loves what
she does. “I am privileged to offer the support and strategies that
my clients need so that their businesses can continue to grow.”
When she is not practicing law, Krystle enjoys exploring the
outdoors with her dog, Ginger. She also loves adrenaline
activities and is currently a student pilot working to obtain her
private pilot’s license.
Krystle Gomez, Esq.
CIMI Ventures P.C.
500 Yale Ave. North
Seattle, WA 98109
www.cimiventures.com
krystle@cimiventures.com
Phone: 602-373-2175
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Krystle Gomez, Esq. is an Ivy League trained, skilled negotiator
and advisor, known for her expertise in the high-tech sector.
Krystle started her career in mergers, acquisitions, and finance
in New York with Troutman Sanders LLP and relocated with the
firm to California where she continued focusing her deal work
on M&A and solar power project sale-leasebacks.

MARY GEHR
Founder/Chief Executive Officer
Talent Platform Solutions
Mary Gehr is the founder and chief executive
officer of Talent Platform Solutions, a modern
full-service talent acquisition consulting firm
offering game-changing talent solutions that
will reform the way organizations recruit, hire,
and retain talent.
Mary is recognized as a global business
executive and expert thought leader in
worldwide talent acquisition. In addition to her
university education in business management,
marketing, and project management, Mary
has earned a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt
Certification as well as various industry specific
and technology certifications. Her professional
business acumen extends to over 20+ years.
Mary is also a professional public speaker,
career coach, and influencer.
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Since the establishment of Talent Platform
Solutions in 2006, Mary and her team have
been trusted advisors and business partners,
with a history of building proactive talent
platforms from the ground up, centralizing
multi-location processes, and introducing
excellence to corporate recruitment programs
in the US and International markets. Their
commitment is to provide best practices in
attracting, hiring, and nourishing talent for any
size organization, whether it be a start-up,
mergers & acquisitions, private equity, public
sector, or non/not-for-profit.
What sets TPS apart from other talent
acquisition consulting firms? Mary states, “It is
the distinctive way that we approach each and
every project. We will help the organization
successfully attract their industries top diverse
talent by introducing innovative but effective
tools and technology that will set them apart
from their competitors. We are very passionate
about helping organizations grow. Big or small,
TPS will provide the appropriate solution to
meet your needs.”
CONTACT:
https://talentplatformsolutions.com
marygehr@talentplatformsolutions.com
888.427.6050

ARIANA MANGUM
Cofounder, Nummata

With her wealth of experience and expertise in financial
and retirement planning, Ariana Mangum founded
an investment firm that focuses on clients who want
a sophisticated automated approach to investing.
Established in 2017, her company, Nummata was
developed to expertly assist each individual client with
creating and ultimately achieving their financial goals.
The experienced advisors at Nummata take complex
risk analysis, investment strategy and advisory services
and combine them into a simple, easy to understand
platform. Their goal is to help ensure that clients are
invested in a low-cost, tax-efficient portfolio that gives
them peace of mind while accelerating their financial
retirement goals. The greatest advantage of this
platform is the extremely low fee of .35%. This allows
investors of all account sizes to take advantage of
expert advice without the hefty price tag of a traditional
financial advisor. Someone with $10,000 may keep
their money in a savings account to avoid investment
costs, but when its only $35/year it becomes more
attractive.

Ariana recently tapped into her experience and deep
understanding of investments and financial planning
to write a book titled, She Cult. The book is focused
on helping a younger generation understand and plan

for retirement and future financial security. She felt strongly that
today, younger professionals are not getting the proper financial
planning advice that is age or risk appropriate. Ariana explains,
“Whether you are getting married, starting your own business
or climbing the corporate ladder – you need to know the best
financial options available and what obstacles you will face.”
She emphasizes that this book also focuses on women; it takes
them through every life stage and gives them confidence in the
financial world. She hopes that after reading this book, “Women
will feel empowered and not leave all of the financial decisions
in their life to their spouse.”
Ariana has a Bachelor of Applied Science (BASc) degree in
economics from California State Polytechnic University and also
received Series 7 and Series 66 certifications from the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). Ariana proudly received a
Certificate for Special Congressional Recognition from congress
for her commitment to women in Orange County. Her book,
Girl Talk: Money, will soon be available at Barnes & Noble and
Amazon.

www.Nummata.com
620 Newport Center Drive, Suite #650 - Newport Beach, CA 92660
Ariana.mangum@nummata.com
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Ariana credits her journey into the world of finance and
investments with an experience that she had when she
was back in college. She explained that while in the
middle of a conversation with a friend, she realized that
she did not know the difference between a traditional
IRA and a Roth IRA. Overhearing the conversation,
the friend’s mother chimed in and starting giving
investment advice, however the advice was geared
towards a person in their late fifties, not someone
in their early twenties. She felt that there should be
investment portfolios for a younger generation. She
took that passion and experience with her throughout
her financial and business education and her journey
into a role as an advisor and wealth planning manager.
When Nummata was founded, the business focused
on offering professionally developed portfolios
geared to younger investors. This philosophy of small,
disciplined behavior can help a younger client to save
and invest over a long period of time.

to psychologists and attorneys and has a number of publications
in the areas of neuropsychology and forensic psychology.
Dr. Ermshar also provides outpatient psychotherapy and specializes
in the treatment of individuals in the corporate and entertainment
industries, and those with mood spectrum disorders, anxiety
disorders, substance abuse disorders, gambling, and other behavioral
addictions, personality disorders, autism spectrum disorders, and
adolescent development and is an expert on the topic of optimizing
individual success. As a neuropsychologist, she conducts both
adult and child/adolescent neuropsychological, educational, and
cognitive evaluations, neuropsychological treatment, and diagnostic
clarification of neurodevelopmental issues.
Dr. Ermshar has been an expert consultant in television and media
with guest appearances for Warner Bros. television and CU@USC.
She has also served as a consultant/expert for Fox News Television
and provides consultation to screenwriters and producers in
motion picture and television on the topics of mental health, the
criminal mind, and neuropsychology. She has consistently been
voted by her peers as a Top Doctor by Pasadena Magazine and
has received many other professional awards and recognition.
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Annette Ermshar, Ph.D., MSCP, ABPP is a licensed clinical
psychologist, with specialization in neuropsychology and
board certification in forensic psychology. She is one of 300
ABPP diplomates in forensic psychology in the United States.
She is also a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic
Psychology (AAFP).
Dr. Ermshar specializes in neuropsychology and clinical/
diagnostic psychological assessment and evaluation. She is
on medical staff at Las Encinas Hospital and has served as an
expert witness in over 100 court cases within Federal Court,
California Superior Courts, and California Juvenile Courts, and
provides litigation consultation in civil cases. Her consultation
and expert testimony experience includes addressing legal
questions pertinent to mental disability, competence to stand
trial, mental state at the time of offense, risk assessment,
developmental disorders, neuropsychological functioning,
cognitive ability, psychological/emotional damages, sex
offenses, syndrome evidence, memory and suggestibility, and
various other criminal and civil forensic evaluations. She has
given numerous invited addresses, seminars, and workshops

Dr. Ermshar served as associate professor at the California School
of Forensic Studies at Alliant International University for over 7
years, where she taught doctoral level students studying clinical
forensic psychology. Dr. Ermshar was also the clerkship/practicum
training director at Patton State Hospital for over 12 years,
where she trained and supervised over 100 doctoral students
in clinical and forensic psychology. She was on medical staff at
Patton State Hospital for 15 years, providing clinical treatment for
severe psychiatric illnesses as well as psycholegal treatment and
assessment for issues such as restoration of competency to stand
trial, restoration of sanity, and reduction of risk for recidivism.
Dr. Ermshar was also on the panel of medical experts for San
Bernardino County Juvenile Court and San Bernardino Superior
Court for many years.
Dr. Ermshar currently is the founder and CEO at Dr. Ermshar and
Associates, Specialized Psychological Services, a group practice
in the Los Angeles area.
Dr. Ermshar grew up in La-Canada/Flintridge, in a family that
was very involved in community philanthropy, which served as a
foundation for her commitment to philanthropic support of the arts
in LA. She has lived abroad, in both Moscow and Russia, as well as
in Florence, Italy, studying language, music, and the arts. Currently,
she sits on a number of non-for-profit boards, which include the
board of directors for the Los Angeles Master Chorale/LA Music
Center, Pepperdine University, Glendale Adventist Medical Center,
the Pasadena Symphony and Pops, and the Blue Ribbon at the LA
Music Center. She is also a member of Pasadena’s Twilight Club
and has chaired a number of galas over the last several years,
including LAMC 50th Anniversary Gala at the Los Angeles Music
Center, Glendale Adventist Medical Center Gala, and the Hillsides’
Annual Gala. In blending her personal and professional interests,
she regularly speaks on the topic of the mental and physical health
benefits of generosity.

Annette Ermshar, Ph.D., MSCP, ABPP
626-405-0521

aermshar@DrErmshar.com

www.DrErmshar.com

BARBIE LI

Principal Real Estate Broker and Founder
B Square Realty Inc.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Member: MLSLI, LIBOR, NYSAR, NAR
Certified Buyer Representative (CBR)
Commercial and Investment Real Estate Certified (CIREC)
In the ultra-competitive New York real estate market, an
innovative real estate firm just opened in downtown Flushing
and is grabbing headlines in the market for its breakneck
growth and success. In less than five months from its grand
opening, B Square Realty Inc. has hired more than 80 real
estate agents, exclusively listed over $200 million worth
of properties, and placed more than $30 million worth of
properties under contracts. Barbie Li, founder of B Square
Realty and licensed real estate broker, spearheaded these
phenomenal achievements at this new rising star company.
Barbie Li, born to a loving family in Chongqing, China, emigrated
to the United States at the age of ten. Over the years, she
has cultivated a strong and independent personality widely
recognized in her community and industry. Hardened by more
than a decade of sales experience, Barbie developed an
unparalleled set of skills that allows her gain deep insight into
her clients’ needs and build a vast network of win-win partners.
Over the last three years, Barbie has been able to navigate
the ups and downs of the New York real estate market and
individually account for over $200M in sales. Even with that
success, she has not rested on her laurels and has continued
to look for ways to provide value to her clients.
In 2018, leveraging her wealth of experience, vast network,
and prior success, Barbie ventured into building her own real
estate brokerage firm. Her persistent need to strive for the
betterment of herself, her team, and her clients is her drive
and inspiration. She saw an opportunity to combine the
American and Chinese cultures to create a unique all-in-one
real estate sales platform to provide end-to-end services to
her clients.

Barbie is confident that the real estate market will remain
strong in 2019 and she looks forward to every agent at B
Square Realty sharing the fruit of that success. While the
company is continuing to develop different service offerings
to achieve the goal of being a one-stop-shop for real estate
needs, Barbie is setting a personal goal for B Square Realty;
to become the leading real estate brand in New York City.

B Square Realty Inc. | 136-20 38 Ave 3E Flushing, NY 11354
barbieli@bsquarerealty.com | Cell: (347) 628-8818
Office: (718) 939-8388 / (718) 939-8788
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As a strong believer in team work and stewardship of talents,
Barbie also leveraged this opportunity to build a team of agents
that can achieve their own success in their careers. She hired
a national coach to help her create a systematic management
process to springboard new agents into top producers in short
period of time. She also utilizes her connections with local
real estate experts to coach her agents on skillset, market
knowledge, and career objectives. Her unique success model
of combining high performances in the market and steadfast
mentorship to her staff has been the main driving force to her
brand gaining monumental level of market recognition in five
months.

Turkia brings it all to bear as the chief of staff for The
Ciena Group, a Michigan-based provider of skilled
nursing and rehabilitation care services with 10,000
employees and facilities in five states. In support of
its mission to “Redefine Excellence,” she deploys
her expertise in both the public and private sectors,
her skill as a strategist, and her forward-thinking
mindset. Underlying it all is a philosophy that has
guided her entire career—that leaders can do well
by doing good.
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Through the myriad hats of her storied career, Turkia
gained an uncommon breadth of knowledge and
experience—and a reputation as a powerful strategist
with an unwavering personal belief that passion and
care are the two most critical ingredients for being a
good leader and community steward. It is precisely
this unique combination of expertise and commitment
to the service of others that drove her through an
eight-year commitment in the military, where she was
awarded Army Commendation and Achievement
Medals; years more in government service as both
a principal attorney for the Wayne County real estate
department and a municipal leader; and then into
her own thriving firm before being recruited by The
Ciena Group in June 2021. “I love the challenge and I
am fortunate to love what I do,” she says. “I’m loyal to
both the organizations and the communities I serve.”

Turkia Mullin is an attorney, a finance professional, a real estate
broker, a business leader—and a decorated Army veteran. From her
years in the military through every role she’s held over her 25-year
career, she’s led with purpose and with the future in mind for both
industry and the people she serves. As chief development officer
of Wayne County Michigan—the 13th largest county in the U.S.—
Turkia spearheaded some of the most notable developments in the
county and saw her team recognized as one of the Top 10 Economic
Development Groups in the country. She then went on to found her
own firm, APIS, LLC, in 2013, serving as the owners’ representative
on large-scale, multifaceted real estate developments, with a
focus on analyzing issues affecting development, legal, finance,
workouts, restructuring, receivership, and tax considerations. Now,

In her role with The Ciena Group, Turkia serves as
a trusted advisor, working with senior leadership
on key matters such as strategic planning, political
advocacy
strategy,
addressing
operational
challenges, and promoting effective communication
between various organizations, and leading and
executing the CEO’s top initiatives. When asked what
she enjoys most about her work, Turkia took no time
to contemplate. Her devotion to the betterment of
all shone as brightly as it did that day long ago as
an 18-year-old stepping into boot camp: “Making a
meaningful impact. The fact that I’m able to leverage
my knowledge and experience to help others, I really
love that I can do that.”

www.apis.us.com | tmullin@apis.us.com | LI: TurkiaMullin

To say Dawn Green Wood is a ‘natural’ is an
understatement. Her creative, effervescent,
and nurturing personality has seen her achieve
incredible success in both commercial and
residential real estate, earned her hundreds of
transactions totaling tens of millions of dollars,
and even landed her a part as a dancing extra
in Disney’s 2009 musical Hannah Montana:
The Movie, something she didn’t even mean
to do.

www.MiddleTennHomes.com
dawnwoodtnbroker@gmail.com

to me after buying a house with me,” she recalls. “They were just precious.” It’s
also earned her numerous excellence awards with her local realtor board and
recognition for highest monthly sales.
Her tenacity and ability to make a great deal out of anything has earned her
the nickname “The Negotiator” across the real estate realm and beyond.
“Whether negotiating the best table at a restaurant to the price of a refrigerator,
or getting the best price for my home buyers and home sellers, it’s just a
natural part of who I am,” she says. Her approach is thoughtful and strategic,
and her intimate knowledge of the area and its neighborhoods means she
can find the perfect home for each client, whatever their needs. But it’s not just
negotiating; it’s caring as well. “I try to live by the Golden Rule,” she says, “and
that’s treating people as I’d want to be treated. I’m a natural nurturer.”
Dawn genuinely loves helping people, solving problems, and getting to
experience the joy alongside clients when they get their dream home.
“Knowing that I did a great job and helped them is incredibly fulfilling,” she
says. For her, the best part is the moment she hands new homeowners the
keys, something that inspired her motto, “I’m the key to your new home.”

LI: wooddawn
FB: DawnGreenWoodTNBroker
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Dawn was inspired by her mother-in-law to
get into real estate in 2002, after seeing her
thrive in the business. A true Tennessean,
Dawn graduated from UT-Knoxville, where she
was a member of the UT Singers. She returned
to school several years later and earned her
MBA in global management. Kentucky-born
Dawn settled in Lebanon, Tennessee, where
she lives and works to this day, serving the
Middle Tennessee area as a broker/agent with
Benchmark Realty, LLC. The rapidly growing
brokerage serves the greater Nashville area
with a focus on residential real estate, land,
and some commercial, and Dawn describes
it as “No fluff, no hype, just a group of quality
people doing our absolute best for our clients.
Every day.” From home buyers looking for a
cozy, modest home to people seeking the
perfect luxury property, she serves each client
with the same diligence and care regardless
of budget. “I don’t turn people away because
of their budget or credit challenges,” she says.
“I help them—whether that’s finding a dream
home within their budget or connecting them
with a mortgage lender to help them fix their
credit.” Her dedication makes clients stick with
her for years and refer their friends and family.
“One couple sent all their friends and relatives

CASSANDRA S. PILLONEL
Ask Cassandra S. Pillonel about her career and she’ll tell you, “it’s been a
journey.” Originally in a PhD program with a literature focus, she found herself
discouraged by some of its aspects. On a suggestion, she pivoted to law school,
where she found her true calling. “I like to take every opportunity to learn, so
it was a great fit for me,” she says. “With law, you never know what’s going to
come your way.” After graduating in 2011, she practiced family law, probate, then
domestic litigation as a civil litigator. Moving her way up the ranks in Austin, she
became a regional managing attorney for multiple states in addition to her own
caseload. In 2020, she joined Zinda Law Group, PLLC as director of attorneys,
stepping into a purely managerial role.
Zinda Law Group is a personal injury firm with nationwide reach, so Cassandra
is still in civil litigation, this time as a director, and found that her background in
family law afforded her a solid foundation for personal injury. “I was delighted
to learn this new field and work with clients in desperate need of help and a
strong advocate,” she says. And a strong advocate is exactly what Cassandra
is, getting answers and results for her clients. She especially loves working with
first-time clients, educating them on how to handle attorneys, court, and the
legal process. Her devotion to those she represents compels her participation
in like-minded groups, namely, the Travis County Women Lawyers Association, the Hispanic Bar Association of Austin, the Hays
County Bar, the State Bar of Texas, and more.
Cassandra owes her success to her innate empathy, which inspires her to bring extra diligence and care to every case, and to
anticipate her clients’ needs. “I’m truly their advocate and I’m in the trenches with them,” she says. Her empathy also extends to
new hires and the next generation of lawyers, teaching them the ropes and helping support their own journeys through the legal
field through mentorship.
www.zdfirm.com | cpillonel@zindalaw.com | 800.863.5312 | LI: Cassandra Pillonel | FB: Cassandra Pillonel

SOPHIA FELIX
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Award-winning entrepreneur, Sophia Felix, holds extensive experience in talent management,
business development, and cannabis public relations. She got her start as a subcontractor for
the Department of Defense, where she managed government contracts for 14 years before
winning a scholarship to the Emerging Latina Entrepreneur Fellowship Program. After receiving
training for international trade and business development, Sophia pursued her dream of
business ownership. In 2014, she founded HBM Talent & Management, a boutique model
and talent management agency. Then, in 2020, she co-founded the International Cannabis
Business Women’s Association (ICBWA), a Los Angeles-based nonprofit, dedicated to the
education and growth of female leaders within the cannabis industry. As CEO at HBM, Sophia
is highly selective when choosing her clients. They range from high-net worth to small business
owners based in Los Angeles, Las Vegas, New York, Canada, UK, and Switzerland. Serving as
each client’s brand expert, consultant, publicist, and business manager, Sophia is on call 24/7.
Sophia is also president of ICBWA. While working as a public relations spokesperson for
YM CBD, she and a fellow businesswoman discovered a gap for women in the cannabis
industry and gathered board members from across the country and South America to provide women with education and advocacy.
Sophia is responsible for overseeing ICBWA’s business accelerator program, funding, and daily operations. A devout philanthropist,
Sophia dedicates 10% of her revenue to charity and requires every HBM client to volunteer for two charitable events per year. She
is also president of the Southern California chapter for America’s Children of Fallen Heroes and has dedicated 10 years to Passion 4
K.I.D.S.—working directly with Izaiah Wallis, a child victim of a drunk driver. In acknowledgement of her generosity, Sophia has received
numerous honors, including ABC 10News Leadership Award, Hometown Hero, California Hero, and Telly Award. She also received
an honorable mention in Latina Style Magazine and was nominated for Corporate Latina Executive of the Year, Rising Star, and
Inspirational Woman of the Year.
www.hbmtalent.com | www.icwba-ca.org
sophiehbmtalent@gmail.com
LI: sophiefelixhbm | FB: Sophie Felix | IG: sophiafelixofficial

TIFFANY B. CONTIC
Tiffany B. Contic was enjoying her seventh year as a successful interior
designer when, like millions of others during the pandemic, she found
herself laid off in October 2020. What some might see as misfortune,
Tiffany saw as an opportunity to follow her passion as an entrepreneur,
leader, and designer. She took all the experience she’d gained working with
small design-oriented companies and started 7Tier Design Studio, her own
interior design firm. And while 7Tier Design Studio might be a relatively new company, Tiffany
hit the ground running with a growing number of projects in her Pittsburgh locale and remotely
for clients across the U.S. From programming to design documentation, 7Tier specializes in
hospitality, multi-family, corporate, and residential design. Tiffany’s considerable background
in design and architecture has earned significant recognition, including honorable mentions
from the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the International Interior Design Association
(IIDA), which also allows for her to work with clients farther afield.
Tiffany’s background is steeped in the arts, as well as in marketing, making her truly cut out
for heading a design firm. While receiving her B.A. in interior design at Kent State University,
she studied abroad in Florence, Italy, which impacted her cultural and architectural senses
and carries through to her projects today. After interning with an architectural firm, she later branched into the residential sector
and the hospitality industry, designing for hotels all over the country and completing more than 20 projects in her career. For
Tiffany, simply creating and completing designs is not enough. She wants to create spaces that inspire her clients, peers, and other
professionals in the industry. “Every project and client are different, so the process varies,” she says. With deep value placed on the
design process, she ensures that each project has the structure and organization to keep moving along. “I put most of my effort
into concept design. This is what sets my designs apart,” she says. “Every design should have a story to tell and embody a deeper
meaning. I want my clients to be happy above all else.” This attention to detail, function, and a deeper connection between design
and client is captured in 7Tier’s motto: “Igniting inspiration one tier at a time.”
www.7tier-design.com | tcontic@7tier-design.com | 724.961.5897
LI: 7tier-design-studio | FB: 7tierdesign | IG: 7tierdesign

TIFFANY GRANDCHAMP

Focused on lifting women in the workplace through training, leadership support, and targeted consultancy, Women Lifting Women
offers seminars, workshops, leadership development training, customized consulting, and much more, including dreams of a new
community engagement initiative. “Women are doers,” Tiffany says, “but we still cling to this identity that we have to do everything,
instead of focusing on leading. Being humble is great, but women need to take credit for what they do and have the confidence to sell
themselves. We’re helping to shift that mindset, break those molds.” Tiffany’s commitment to lifting others has been at the center of
her entire career. Not only is she the chief operating officer for a nonprofit mental health agency in the Twin Cities and the founder and
CEO of Women Lifting Women, but her implementation design work won the 2017 Colleen J Goode Research into Practice Award at
the National Evidence Based Practice Conference. “Through my organization, I get to spend time living out a dream that I have been
envisioning for almost a decade, and I get to work with incredibly talented women. Every day of my life is spent serving others and
trying to make the world a better place. I love it!” In addition to both a bachelor’s and master’s in organizational and strategic leadership
with a focus on global studies and crisis management, Tiffany is a certified non-profit accounting professional, and is certified in LEAN
and project management.
www.womenliftingwomen.org | tiffanyg@womenliftingwomen.org | 651.528.1075
LI: women-lifting-women | FB: WomenLiftingWomenWLW | TE: WLW_liftwomen
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Tiffany Grandchamp has dedicated her life to helping and empowering others and has
loved every moment of it. With 20 years of experience in health and human services,
Tiffany founded Women Lifting Women in 2020 in St. Paul, Minnesota, as a consulting firm
focused on services to support female leaders, both established and emerging. Launched
in November 2020, Women Lifting Women offers services to anyone identifying as a
woman and aims to remove barriers for women entering and excelling in the workforce.
The organization focuses on collaboration and partnership between women and womenowned businesses, as well as developing skill sets, work plans, and behavioral and
technical skills. “I use all the experiences I’ve had as a leader and my understanding of the
challenges that women face, to help them reach their greatest potential,” Tiffany says. “We
are the go-to resource for women leaders, forming lasting relationships and supporting
women for the long haul.”

POONAM BHUCHAR
Poonam Bhuchar, a Seton Hall Law graduate, had only worked as an attorney for
eight months after passing the bar in 1999, when she knew she wanted to open
her own practice. By the next year, she’d set up not only her own firm, but also
helped other firms establish their immigration departments. In October 2010, she
started Bhuchar Law with offices in Lawrenceville, New Jersey, and New York City,
and a virtual office in Austin, Texas. Her focus is corporate immigration and family
law, and her clients include multinational and Fortune 500 companies who require
executive and work visas and help setting up business in the U.S.
Poonam, along with her long-time associate, three paralegals, and one ofcounsel have represented museums, recording artists, and startup companies of
all kinds. Poonam is also well versed in corporate immigration compliance and
I-9 compliance, and can astutely advise clients on these issues as well as other
corporate immigration matters. She also advises people in her community on
matters of family law. People trust Poonam.
Thanks to her genuine care for each and every client, be they a small startup or a billion-dollar corporation, Poonam has amassed
a community of long-term clients. Her care, expertise, and creative, outside-the-box solutions have earned her USCTRI’s 2015
Excellence in Legal Services, being named one of the Top 10 Best Immigration Attorneys from 2017 to 2019, and VIP Woman of
the Year in 2014 and 2015. “Our mission is to take a genuine interest in our clients, understand their objectives, and exceed their
expectations,” she says.
In addition to practicing law, Poonam is deeply involved in community work, advising on women’s issues. She’s a volunteer of the
Pink Foundation, fighting femicide, and is on the board of the Indian Association of Women Entrepreneurs. She’s also been a guest
on talk and radio shows, covering immigration topics, and is a certified life coach.
www.bhucharlaw.com | poonam@bhucharlaw.com
LinkedIn: Poonam Bhuchar | FB: PoonamBhuchar

JEANNIE HUA
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In 2007, Jeannie Hua was working for a big-time
criminal defense attorney. With more than a decade
of legal experience behind her, she was shocked
when her employer fired her—for being pregnant. “He
didn’t think I could do the job while pregnant,” she
remembers. But Jeannie knew better. That same year,
she opened her own firm, the Law Office of Jeannie N.
Hua, Inc., in Las Vegas, practicing criminal, administrative, and special education
litigation for clients in Nevada and California. She’s been featured in the Nevada
State Bar magazine, and was named Top Lawyer by Desert Companion Magazine
in 2014.
Jeannie’s criminal litigation experience is vast, encompassing everything from
misdemeanors to Category A felonies. While primarily defense, she’s worked
on the prosecution side as well for the Nevada Attorney General’s office. Her cases range from trial to habeas level, and with
a background in indigent defense, she seamlessly and effectively manages a high volume of cases. Recently, Jeannie started
practicing special education law, focusing on cases in which special needs children don’t get the resources they’re entitled to
under state and federal law, an issue she cares deeply about. “They need people to fight for them,” she says.
As a sole practitioner, Jeannie deals directly with clients herself, getting to know them and their needs. They find her approachable
and easy to talk to, someone they can trust, which is key in building the best case. Despite having to often deal with the darker
aspects of human behavior, Jeannie sees the good in everyone. When she’s not representing clients, Jeannie serves as a pro
tem, or substitute judge, where her rulings are guided by fairness and an empathetic heart. “I weigh the situation and consider
how much they have to offer to the greater community,” she says. “My interest is to get them back on their feet with resources to
help them reach their full potential.”
www.jeanniehua.com | huajeannie@gmail.com | 702.239.5715 | LI: jeanniehua

LISA D. MCLAUGHLIN
With more than 40 years of experience, Lisa D. McLaughlin brings a full range of
sophisticated estate planning techniques to clients of MGD Law, LLC in St. Louis,
Missouri. As a managing member, she also devotes a significant portion of her practice
to charitable, nonprofit, and tax-exempt entity law. Lisa holds an AV Preeminent Rating
and has been ranked among The Best Lawyers in America, Missouri and Kansas
Super Lawyers, St. Louis Top 50 Lawyers, and Top 50 Women Lawyers.
Founded in 2018, MGD Law, LLC is a womencentric, boutique estate planning firm that was
initially opened by Lisa, Beverly Greenley,
and Adrienne Davis. Soon after, Cathy Thayer
joined as another principal, followed by six additional attorneys. With all having
spent some portion of their careers in major bank or trust offices, the legal team
does a fair amount of representation of corporate trustees. They also hold decades of combined experience in trusts, estates,
wealth planning, and related areas of tax practice.
The firm has seen immense growth since its inception and plans to add two additional attorneys later this year. Other solo and
small-firm lawyers in the process of retiring are also turning their practices over to MGD Law, LLC, as they are well-known and
trusted by the community. “We roll up our sleeves, get involved, and cater to the needs of our clients,” says Lisa. “Our motto is:
we offer big firm experience and expertise without a big firm price.” The firm’s boutique model allows the attorneys to highly
customize their services for clients, which is rarely done at large firms.
An active leader in charitable and civic service, Lisa is a fellow of the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel and serves
as chair of the board of the Missouri Historical Society, as director of YouthBridge Community Foundation, and as a trustee of
the Missouri United Methodist Foundation. She holds a Juris Doctorate from Vanderbilt University School of Law as well as a
bachelor’s degree from Duke University.
www.MGDlawfirm.com | ldm@mgdlawfirm.com | 314.721.7778 | FB: MGD Law Group LI: Lisa D Mclaughlin & MGD Law Group

ELISABETH S. FLEMMING

Elisabeth’s success stems from her ability to build trusting relationships with those she serves, from pro bono to high-net-worth
clients. She approaches each case from a place of empathy, knowing that her clients are facing what might be the most difficult
time in their lives. She describes it as “aggression in litigation, but with a softer touch.” Her unique combination of compassion and
assertiveness earned her a place in Super Lawyers Rising Stars of the Mountain States in 2021 but she credits Jones & LoBello
for her success, too. “They’re a dynamic group of people with a wide range of experience and knowledge of case law, and this
creates a well-rounded, diverse team,” she says.
And working well together means helping people through tough, frightening times and guiding them to new beginnings.
“What we do makes a difference in people’s lives, especially when children are involved,” Elisabeth says. “No one wins when
the family loses.”
www.JonesLobello.com | flemming@joneslobello.com | LI: Elisabeth Flemming | FB: joneslobello | IG: esq.elisabethflemming
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Having practiced law for nearly a decade, Elisabeth S.
Flemming’s career is as multifaceted as she is. After graduating
from William S. Boyd Law School, her first role was at a national
domestic litigation firm. Continuing to expand her knowledge,
Elisabeth shifted to a local prominent law firm with a reputation
of handling complex domestic litigation matters as an
associate. She also managed her own solo family law practice
for a time before joining Jones & LoBello in June 2018. Jones & Bello is family law firm,
rated as AV Preeminent by Martindale-Hubbel, and focuses on all aspects of domestic
litigation including divorce, child custody, estate planning, asset protection, and business
planning. In her current role, Elisabeth actively litigates cases in addition to working with
the founding partners, John Jones and Michele LoBello, whom have been practicing for
over 20 years. Their firm has the distinction of taking on complex appellate work, which
is not a practice area all family law firms have a reputation for handling.

JEN EARYES
Jen Earyes has embarked on a self-directed tour of seniorlevel corporate finance within Fortune 500 companies and
now brings 15 years of finance experience to the table as
managing director and head of policy of the Structured Finance
Association. She’s served in the capital markets in sectors
ranging from derivatives trading to liquidity management as well
as in corporate development. She’s worked as a venture capitalist and handled international
mergers and acquisitions. Today, she’s taking her considerable and multifaceted experience
to help improve outcomes for the ecosystem of structured finance. The Structured Finance
Association is a member-based trade industry advocacy group focused on improving and
strengthening the broader structured finance market. Members of the association represent
all sectors of the securitization market, including issuers, investors, financial intermediaries, law
firms, accounting firms, technology firms, rating agencies, servicers, and trustees—comprised of
more than 370 member organizations.
“My experience allows me to effectively advocate and explain to policymakers the impact of regulations on businesses, and by
extension to Main Street. Sometimes finance terms can sound more complicated than they are, being able to explain a seemingly
complex concept using real experiences makes communication more effective. Ensuring policymakers understand the impacts of
policy on American businesses and households is so important,” Jen shares.
As head of CFO strategic initiatives in 2018, she led the immediately successful effort to bring in $2.2 million in savings in her first
18 months. She also renegotiated a library of hedging contracts resulting in a $120 million increase in daily liquidity.
Jen credits her innate creativity and analytical mind to solving myriad challenges. “I see everything like a puzzle—it all comes with
creative solutions,” she says. “I love being able to leverage my existing experiences and see the tangible impact of my work,” she
says. “No matter my role, my eye is on continuous improvement – reduce the risks and find cost savings.”
www.structuredfinance.org/staff/jen-earyes | jen.earyes@structuredfinance.org | 646.209.2689 | LI: Jennifer Earyes

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR KYLIE WARD
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An extraordinary leader who holds honorary academic appointments with
five leading Australian Universities and was ministerially appointed as a
director to the Australian Digital Health Agency and the NHMRC Health
Translation Advisory Committee, Adjunct Professor Kylie Ward FACN is
CEO of the Australian College of Nursing. Championing the belief that all
nurses can be leaders, she and the ACN advocate on behalf of the nursing
profession with a commitment to shaping and enhancing healthcare, nurturing future
leaders, and providing accredited higher education. “By bringing together thousands
of extraordinary nurses from across the country, we build a strong collective voice for
nursing and command the respect and recognition our profession deserves,” Kylie says.
As CEO, Kylie leads by example—demonstrating powerful leadership, transformative
practices, and the empowerment of women. She is responsible for leading the dynamic
national body as well as its 85 staff members who support membership, education,
policy and advocacy, leadership, scholarships, publications, and events. Internally,
Kylie manages ACN’s culture and oversees the financial, operational, legal, and moral
decisions of the organization. “As a leader, I work at all levels to mentor and support
people, especially women, on their journeys to personal and professional fulfillment,” she adds.
Kylie’s belief in the importance of connecting, loving, and listening to people underpins everything she does, such as establishing
the ACN Foundation, the Policy Summit, Policy Fellows, and other programs, which have helped to build a formidable, reputable,
and influential college. As a result of her efforts, Kylie was named Telstra’s 2017 Businesswoman of the Year for Purpose and
Social Enterprise in ACT, she received the 2018 WSU Alumni Award for Professional Excellence, and she was recently featured
in CEO Magazine. Prior to joining ACN, Kylie held multiple management and leadership positions within the healthcare sector,
including director of nursing, executive director of nursing, academic researcher, policy maker, and reformer. She also ran her
own consultancy—Kylie Ward Enterprises—for seven years, in which she worked as a transformational specialist, management
consultant, and coach.
Kylie Ward FACN | Australian College of Nursing | kylie.ward@acn.edu.au | www.acn.edu.au | LI: adjunct-professor-kylie-ward

LAINIE TAYLER
Lainie Tayler is managing director and founder of HR
Squad, a boutique leadership and talent solutions
company based in Melbourne, Australia, dedicated
to helping businesses thrive with simple HR and best
practices solutions. With 20 years of experience in leadership development, talent
management, and human resources for large global and local organizations, Lainie
is a global performance coach and a builder of talent who has worked for some of
Australia’s most influential organizations, including North Mining, Adidas, GE, Country
Road, Telstra, and Asciano. As the leader of a firm that specializes in performance
coaching, Lainie is on a mission to help people achieve their personal and professional
goals, driven by a philosophy that centers on building capable and engaging leaders
and the motto “Getting the people stuff right.”
Lainie founded HR Squad four years ago, combining her extensive expertise and
her passion for helping leaders unlock their potential to create performancecoaching programs and customized solutions designed for the specific goals and
organizational strategies of each client. The program targets global executives and
company talent pools, and the firm also partners with other thought leaders on critical
capabilities. HR Squad’s solutions are built around a three-layered model proven to
nurture and accelerate individual development—leading self, leading others, and leading the organization. “We know that a
people mindset is the biggest lever you can pull to ensure sustained financial and cultural success,” she explains. “Everyone
has choices, and no one is going to manage and develop your career better than you. Don’t give those choices to someone
else; they belong to you.”
Lainie has a bachelor’s degree in librarianship and human resources and a graduate diploma in coaching and executive
coaching. She also holds Hogan Accreditation, LSI/GSI Accreditation, MBTI Accreditation, and Strengthscope Accreditation.
Lainie Tayler | Managing Director and Founder | lainie@hrsquad.com.au | 61.448.581.994

KELEENA MARIASINE
With a career that spans 16 years across the realm of finance and banking, from
financial services representative to financial advisor to estate and trust advisor, to say
that Keleena Mariasine holds a comprehensive understanding of the industry would
be an understatement. Now, as a wealth advisor with TD in Nova Scotia—and a female
professional in wealth management—it is this experience that gives her the unique ability
to consider her clients’ needs through multiple lenses.

“It’s the clients and the stories that they share which I enjoy most about my work—hearing
the family dynamics, how they made their wealth or built a business from the ground up
and now want to sell it or transition it to a family member,” she says. Keleena joined TD
in Nova Scotia in 2005 and assumed the role of wealth advisor in 2017. TD provides a
comprehensive solution to wealth management through a four-pillar approach: Building net worth, implementing tax efficient
strategies, protecting what matters, and leaving a legacy. By collaborating with TD specialists, Keleena’s uniquely broad expertise
fills every one of these. “I spent half of my career in the banking industry, so I’m able to speak about mortgages, credit restructuring,
cash flow, as well as taking a goals-based planning approach with each and every family.”
Keleena meets with clients to gain an understanding of their priorities and connects them to a team of TD specialists to manage their
investments and to assist with any other services they may require such as creating tax efficient strategies and estate planning. “It’s
all about focusing on the client’s needs and helping them achieve their dreams.” Keleena holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree
in finance from Saint Mary’s University and serves as chair of Women in Leadership for TD in Atlantic, Canada. “I’m a big advocate
for women in finance and I’m living proof that it is possible,” she says.
keleena.mariasine@td.com | 902.496.6748
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With this quality, she serves as a liaison for people looking to manage, grow, protect,
or transition their wealth by customizing a team of experienced specialists who provide
comprehensive financial solutions. Given Keleena’s passion for helping people, this role
fits her like a glove.

STEPHANIE YORK
As a real estate broker with 22 years of experience across an array of roles in the industry,
Stephanie York has been involved in over 1,000 real estate transactions across San Diego,
Orange County, Los Angeles, Riverside County, and San Bernardino. Stephanie’s services
encompass a wide range, spanning from land to residential to commercial to escrow and title.
Her uniquely broad experience in multiple areas of the industry brings her clients valuable
depth of insight and knowledge of the entire buying and selling process and the outstanding
ability to provide exceptional, individualized service. “My clientele can count on me to truly
advise them every step of the way, beginning to end,” she says.
With her father a real estate broker and financial planner and her mother a REALTOR®,
Stephanie was introduced to the industry at a young age. She began working for her mother at
16 as a personal assistant and transaction coordinator. Such early exposure launched a lifelong
journey in the industry. In 2003, at just 20 years old, Stephanie obtained her real estate license
and leapt with both feet into the field, serving in every angle of real estate—property manager
for a privately held commercial firm, escrow processor for West Coast Escrow, notary public
specializing in loan documents, and account executive with Landwood Title and USA National
Title. In 2016, she passed her California Real Estate Broker’s Exam and took a position as broker associate with ERA Donahoe
Realty in Temecula, California. Just a year later, in 2017, she branched out as an independent broker to serve clients with a more
personalized approach. “My main concern is helping clients make the right decision based on their unique needs,” she says. With
vast experience cultivated from multiple roles in the industry, clientele can count on her to meet their individual needs. “Looking
back, my positions in various capacities were huge stepping stones in my ability to manage every step of the process for my clients
and provide exceptional service.”

Real Estate Broker | DRE# 01394716 | stephaniekayyork@gmail.com | 951.326.4999
Canyon Lake, CA | Facebook: /CaliforniaRealEstateProfessionals/
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KAREN SHORT
As managing director in Equity Research at Barclays, Karen Short attributes her
success to a philosophy that has driven her entire career: “I base every decision that
I make on opening doors, not closing them; taking the harder route, which defines
character in anyone.” This guiding principle has culminated in a burgeoning client
base and the coveted position of #1 Staples Retail Analyst by Institutional Investor—a
ringing endorsement of the value she provides her clients. Karen provides in-depth
research coverage to institutional clients supported by stock-specific and sector
analysis, with a critical focus on financial modeling and communications with industry
contacts. Responsible for verticals with a cumulative market cap in excess of $1 trillion,
her coverage universe includes Walmart, Costco, Target, Home Depot, Lowe’s, and
Best Buy, among others. She serves her clients with an analytical mind, stock-picking
skills gained over a 20-year career, and the conviction to always do what’s best for
them—even if that means going against popular opinion. In September 2016, her
top pick was Walmart, which 80 percent of analysts were not recommending. It has
since almost doubled. “Different analysts have different approaches as far as what
the focus should be. We don’t all have same priorities,” Karen explains. “But at the
end of the day, the client cares about our stock-picking abilities.”
Throughout her life, Karen has always chosen the path that offered the greatest challenges that would broaden her skills and
deepen her knowledge. She graduated from Queen’s University with a bachelor’s in economics and began her career as a gas
and power trader, moving up to a senior position. Rather than ride her upward trajectory, she left to pursue her MBA at Columbia
Business School, where she graduated with honors. “The vast majority of my classmates had been in finance. I literally didn’t know
what a balance sheet was, and basically all I do is analyze financial statements now,” Karen shares. Her drive to constantly challenge
herself has resulted in myriad industry awards, including #2 and #3 Retail Analyst rankings from Institutional Investor for 2014, 2015,
2017, and 2018, with her life’s motto guiding the way: “Never take the easy way out and always look for career decisions that open
doors, not close doors.”
www.barclays.com | 745 Seventh Ave., 17th Floor, NY, NY 10019 | karen.short@barclays.com | 212.526-7146 | M: 917-971-4175

JESSICA KATES
Jessica Kates is a co-founder and managing partner of Rellevant Partners, a New
York-based private equity firm specializing in growth equity investments in early-stage
restaurant concepts, restaurant technology, and food & beverage. Armed with almost
twenty years of private equity and C-level operating experience and an MBA from
Harvard Business School, Jessica launched the firm in 2019 with co-founder Janice
Meyer with a single mission—to support the next generation of culinary champions.
In an industry where there exist only a handful of restaurant-focused private equity
firms, Rellevant Partners is a unique niche within a niche. While most other firms are
consumer focused with a restaurant vertical if the brand is “sexy,” Jessica and Janice
focus on the entrepreneurs behind the concepts, serving their clients with a combined
35+ years of specialized investment expertise to bring a competitive advantage to
their portfolio companies.
“With Janice’s experience in advising and analyzing restaurant companies and my
experience in private equity and operations, our skills and knowledge are very
complementary. We know what to focus on, and we can see the whole picture to
identify often-overlooked opportunities and help businesses grow to dominate their
field.” Born with an entrepreneurial spirit, Jessica’s path to launching a firm that serves
her passions for finance and entrepreneurship was forged right out of college. After graduating with Great Distinction on the Dean’s
Honor List from McGill University in Montreal with a double concentration in finance and international business, Jessica began her
career in private equity in 2000 as an investment banking analyst with Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette. Two years later, she joined L
Catterton (formerly Catterton Partners) as a senior associate focused on restaurants, consumer products, and retail. After serving 10
years in senior leadership roles and accumulating specialized skills and knowledge in finance and operations in the restaurant sector,
Jessica followed the urging of her entrepreneurial spirit to help otherwise-overlooked entrepreneurs in the restaurant space to thrive.
Thus, a rare female-founded private equity firm was born—Rellevant Partners. “
www.rellevant.com | jessica.kates@rellevant.com | 917.572.9987 | LI: jesskates | LI: janice-meyer

LANA KRUGER

As founder and CEO of the Australia-based Megna Group of Companies,
she is one of the few women in the male-dominated industry today. With the goal of
providing one-stop, personalized solutions, Lana opened The Megna Group in 2018,
which has since won the 2020 AusMumpreneur Silver Multicultural Award and was named
a finalist in five additional categories. The innovative, end-to-end supply chain provider
specializes in e-commerce fulfillment, packaging, and freight for all brands, from startups
to global giants, as well as the customization of marketing materials for wholesalers and
retailers. “Our people, values, and solutions drive our passion for re-imagining the supply
chain for businesses throughout Australia, the U.K., New Zealand, and the U.S.,” Lana
explains.
With a core focus of creating efficiencies through automation and technology, Megna Group strives to make every process
simple and proactive — ultimately adding value to their customer’s bottom line. For instance, the company’s software automates
everything from the shopping cart process to delivery and produces instant “best priced” rates for Megna Group’s Carriers, of
each online checkout. “Clients are provided the cheapest rates, even if Megna Group doesn’t do their fulfillment,” notes Lana.
After starting out in the express international freight industry with TNT, Lana went on to hold a variety of leadership positions with
freight-forwarding companies such as DB Schenker. Her work experience not only inspired her to reimagine the industry, but to
also promote women. “Megna is a combination of my daughter Megan’s name and my own,” explains Lana, who is well on her way
to building a legacy for her family while simultaneously inspiring and empowering women globally.
Founder and CEO | Australia | email: lana@megnagroup.com.au | www.megnagroup.com.au
+61.422.518.288 | IG: Megna_Group | FB: MegnaGroupCo | LI: lana-kruger
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Boasting over 20 years of experience from some of the world’s largest
logistics companies, Lana Kruger is a well-known advocate for women’s
rights and equality as well as a co-author of Back Yourself, a book
providing advice and inspiration for women working to create their
dream businesses & life.

CHELSEA WILLIAMS
Founder and chief financial architect of Core Solutions Group Inc., Chelsea brings a new
perspective to numbers and cash management through a specialty accounting company
focusing exclusively on law firms. Far from the typical accounting group that prepares tax
forms once a year, the firm works consistently with clients to fill the financial gaps around
complete financial management in law firms as well as on a personal level. “I created
this company to be a proactive service that actually helps business owners grow while
protecting profits,” she shares. With a decade of experience in the tax and accounting
arena, Chelsea is a strategic advisor to her clients helping them gain financial clarity
around where they’re at, where they want to go, and what needs to happen in order to
get there. “Because we’re so focused in the legal space, we’ve become very in tune
with the specifics around finances in a law firm.” she explains. Chelsea is anything but
the stereotypical accountant. “People think of accountants and tax preparers as boring
no-mans. I’m really an entrepreneur who loves numbers. Numbers don’t lie and when
you’ve got the reality of your financial positioning staring you in the face, you open the
door to strategic move making,” she explains. After working in the traditional tax and
accounting field for eight years, she realized there were gaps in the industry’s reactive
service model—advising clients only when preparing their taxes, and then leaving
them to muddle through the financial landscape for another year. In 2017, Chelsea’s
entrepreneurial spirit and passion for numbers drove her to launch Core Solutions Group
to fill this gap and provide law firms with ongoing financial advisory services to help them
reach their goals. “Typically your generic accounting services stop once monthly financial statements are issued, but people don’t
understand the reports let alone how to use them to make strategic financial decisions. Most people fall off here, but this is where
we pick up. We help people plan based off of their numbers,” she explains. The firm also offers CLE-certified courses for lawyers to
maintain their licenses, and Chelsea’s group shares their knowledge as contributors to a host of websites and as keynote speakers
at legal events. She is committed to helping people in her community through a local financial literacy program that she designed to
teach low-income households how to manage their money.
Core Solutions Group Inc. | www.yourcoresolution.com | chelsea@yourcoresolution.com

SAPRINA ALLEN
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As president of Main Street Asset Solutions, a California-based mortgage-servicing
company, Saprina Allen is determined to keep homeowners in their homes. She sees
a house as more than a tangible asset—it is a home where memories are made and
families flourish. She sees borrowers as more than names on a contract—they are
people with hopes, dreams, challenges, and triumphs. “There is a heartbeat in every
home,” Saprina says. Saprina joined the company five years ago, bringing 20 years
of experience in the mortgage industry and specialized expertise in foreclosures
and nonperforming loans. She began her career in the foreclosure division at a big
bank, but found that their indifferent attitude conflicted with her values. “I didn’t like
how the big banks handled foreclosures. There was limited room for creativity,” she
explains. “I made a decision to get into a position to empower homeowners, to be
creative and keep them in their homes.”
In 2005, she took a position at a hedge fund that bought distressed mortgages, where
she could be inventive while handling the secondary market of note investing and
mortgage origination. She used her creativity and knowledge ultimately to reduce
foreclosures. In 2009, she joined a $60 million hedge fund, where she focused on large buys and homeowner retention. Within her
first 24 months, she turned nonperforming into performing mortgages. Saprina is no stranger to life challenges. At 16, she was a teen
mom and was forced to decline a full ride to college to raise her son. However, her determination to succeed drove her to obtain
her degree in accounting and finance from Kent State University and achieve an impressive career. Given her own experiences, she
empathizes with her clients, and uses her skills to empower them to help them keep their homes. In 2014, she joined Main Street
Asset Solutions—a company that shares her fundamental value of compassion. “We are not a cookie-cutter company. We take the
time to explain things to our investors when they don’t understand. We educate when there is a lack of knowledge. We will go into
a grey area to find a solution, all while remaining complaint,” she explains. “We are putting America back on its feet one mortgage
at a time.” To help others achieve their dreams of a bright future, Saprina serves on the board of NOW, No Opportunity Wasted, an
organization that helps children prepare for SATs and college prep.
CONTACT: 1475 Terminal Way, Reno, NV | www.mscpinc.com | saprina@msasinc.com | 330.472.3966
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